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As an Arts based educator, I am particularly interested in exploring Arts classrooms. Places 
tailored for teaching the Arts are so unique—they are unlike regular classrooms that have 
no specific purpose other than teaching students. I am so inspired when I enter pedagogically 
invigorating environments that educators create for their students; I feel their creativity and 
the excitement all around the room. Such creative potential. For this inquiry, I explored an 
array of Arts areas: Visual Arts, Music, Drama, Creative Writing, and Dance. Each have 
somewhat predictable attributes that pertain to the medium, but each hold their own 
individual personalities. Although the rooms themselves were radically different, each 
radiated the heart and dedication of the educator, each space came to signify the educator’s 
commitment to learning. My thesis is a series of portraits of arts teachers, their classrooms, 
and our encounters.  
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I love the feeling of wonder when walking into a classroom for the first time. Entering as a 
student, I have often felt an anxious anticipation of what might happen, who I may meet, and 
who I may become. Items around the room and posters on the wall give clues, suggesting 
possibilities of important lessons to be learned. As the class continues to chart the course 
through the curriculum, connections are made, and students adapt to navigate within. A 
microcosm of wonder. 
Now as I tour classrooms as an Arts educator, I discover complex learning systems 
embedded within each room. When I enter a new teaching space, I am enchanted by the 
efforts and enthusiasm that goes into constructing them. One can learn so much when 
viewing the walls, desks, shelves, boards. I scan the room for organizational techniques, 
teaching strategies, learning opportunities, and fresh ideas. I can imagine the learning that 
happens, the curiosity, inquiry, and engagement. Eager to expand and improve my own 
practice, I make mental notes of concepts I can incorporate into my own teaching. 
As an Arts based educator, I am particularly interested in exploring Arts classrooms. Places 
tailored for teaching the Arts are so unique—they are unlike regular classrooms that have 
no specific purpose other than teaching students. I am so inspired when I enter pedagogically 
invigorating environments that educators create for their students; I feel their creativity and 
the excitement all around the room. Such creative potential. 
For this inquiry, I explore an array of Arts areas: Visual Arts, Music, Drama, Creative Writing, 
and Dance. Each have somewhat predictable attributes that pertain to the medium, but each 
hold their own individual personalities. Entering Visual Arts rooms, one can see and smell 
the creative potential: the showcase of student work and aroma of the process is evident. I 
inhale Art with inspiration and excitement. You don’t even have to enter Music rooms to 
know they are there; you feel and hear their presence. The Music room is full of instruments, 
stands and music that invite potential collaborative cacophonies. Dance with the wide-open 
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spaces encourages physical awareness and movement, while Creative Writing provokes self-
reflection and critical thinking. Each Arts practice has its distinct demands and dependencies 
on space that shape teaching and learning. One can learn about the learning and the teaching 
when exploring the rooms, we can glean some ideas of who the teacher is, their teaching 
style, and the medium they teach. 
In exploring Arts classrooms, I am not only interested in the similarities and differences 
between the Arts and how the space is adapted to accommodate, but how each classroom 
develops its own unique personality. Classrooms are characterized by the educator, but the 
schools, districts and furthermore the country ultimately shape the basis of the education 
within each room. Although classrooms are a universe unto themselves, each region 
influences the educational needs, constraints and perspectives. Further yet, each region is 
governed by its country which imposes further influences on each microcosm. 
In some schools, Music is taught in a gym, and Visual Arts are in portables. Dance has no 
room to move, and no changing facilities, Creative Writing is just not offered. Some 
classrooms have little or no resources, yet somehow manage with a simple blackboard, and 
pencils on paper. Whereas others are fully equipped with state-of-the-art digital recording 
equipment, iPads and projectors. This range of educational perspectives and prosperities (or 
lack thereof) fueled a curiosity within me to explore educational spaces to reveal similarities, 
differences, and inequities. Although the rooms themselves were radically different, each 
radiated the heart and dedication of the educator, each space came to signify the educator’s 
commitment to learning. And here I found my inquiry. 
I began to document Arts classrooms with a camera to show how they are indicative of the 
teacher, subject, pedagogy, culture, sociopolitical climate, economic status, and geographical 
location. I wanted to include a range of different classrooms to help us understand the Arts, 
see Arts education, hear the heartbeat learning, and recognize the magic and importance of 
the Arts. Also, I had hoped to uncover diversities and inequities between classrooms to 
create an awareness and to inspire change. This inquiry, Where Teachers Teach, examines 
the relationships between the Arts educator and their classroom in a series of portraits and 
descriptions.  
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The inquiry commences right at home, in my school as I experiment in documenting Arts 
educators and their classrooms with three of my inspiring colleagues. There is such diversity 
under the same roof amongst the Elementary Visual Arts, Creative Writing, and senior Music 
educators. They are patient while I work out details of lighting, lenses, backdrops, and 
technical details. Next, the quest continues by boat to visit a Dance teacher on Salt Spring 
Island. Then a meandering drive along the Coquihalla highway to the interior of British 
Columbia to meet with a Visual Arts/Drama instructor in the mid-province town of Merritt. 
From small town to big city, we visit the Dance teacher of an aging urban school in 
Vancouver. And finally, a private school Visual Arts teacher in White Rock. 
As a result, this series of portraits teaches the viewer about various perspectives of Arts 
education in British Columbia. While Where Teachers Teach encourages the audience to 
judge, invent stories, compare and contrast, to illuminate, divulge, it makes visible the 
lengths and efforts teachers go to as they strive to create a warm, safe, enlightening learning 
environment for their students. As the photographer, and researcher, I made many 
discoveries about the impact a dedicated Arts teacher has on the learning environment and 
how that influences the class culture and community. Culture and photography critic Susan 
Sontag wrote in her book On Photography “The photographer is a super tourist and an 
extension of the anthropologist." (1977, p. 42) I would go as far as saying that the 
photographer is unto themselves an inquirer and an educator. Learning through the lens, 






This study focuses primarily on Arts Educators. Why explore the Arts? Eisner eloquently 
writes, "Work in the Arts is not only a way of creating performances and products, it is a way 
of creating our lives by expanding our consciousness, shaping our dispositions, satisfying our 
quest for meaning, establishing contact with others, and sharing a culture” (Eisner, 2002, p. 
3). By this inquiry, I expand an awareness and understanding of education systems through 
and of the Arts. I invited teachers from a variety of levels and Arts based mediums: Music, 
Visual Art, Dance, Drama, Creative Writing, Photography, from Grade One to Twelve. 
To capture a range of Arts educators and their educational places, I contacted a variety of 
Arts teachers from different parts of British Columbia to document their pedagogical 
sanctuaries. "People tend to seek what they are able to represent. If your camera is loaded 
with BW film, you look for shadows, light and dark, but if it is loaded with colour film, you 
seek colour." (Eisner, 2002, p. 8). I searched for a diverse array of Arts educators from a 
variety of circumstances. I looked for the range, the colour, and the light. "Photographs 
furnish evidence, doubt seems proven when we’re shown a photograph of it.” (Sontag, 1977, 
p.11) 
I sent invitations out to educators all around the province to see who would be interested in 
participating in the study. Initially, there was zero response, so I asked fellow educators for 
recommendations, hoping for a range of participants. Finally, some teachers responded, not 
all were interested in participating, but a few agreed to have their portraits taken. The final 
selection was based on word of mouth and response to a plea. It seems that in this day of 
social media and the all-pervasive camera, that most people have little objection to have their 
photos taken, but little interest in being documented. Cameras have become common place 
in the classroom, documenting the day-to-day progress and developments of learning 
activities. However, the time investment is precious; teachers are so busy, that it is 
sometimes overwhelming to squeeze in any spare minutes. 
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The recruitment resulted with a small focus group of Arts educators who were willing to 
participate. Where Teachers Teach documents a series of passionate educators who are 
competent in their field and confident to share their milieu. Once each teacher agreed to 
participate in the study, then the associated school principal and school board was notified 
and asked permission for their teacher to be a part of the inquiry. There were no objections. 
Another hurdle conquered. I secured seven Arts education professionals who care about 
their space of practice; people who make the effort to create an inspiring space to learn in. 
Scheduling interviews and studio sessions proved to be challenging as well. Most teachers’ 
timetables were not accessible. As a result, the majority of the images were taken at the end 
of the year, teachers were at the end of their school year marathon, classrooms were cleaned 
and reset. This timing of our encounter likely offers a different look than if the images had 
been captured mid-term. Perhaps the chronology will be revealed in the images. Time of year 
is something I considered would influence the series, but I went with what fit into the 
calendar. 
Before each portrait session, I interviewed each educator to investigate their connections to 
the space, their stories of the space: significant items, strategies, organization techniques, 
lessons, successes, and failures. Individual interviews are summarized, and observations 
shared. Each teacher was asked the same questions and captured in the same manner, but 
the results are so diverse. This way, I intended to get a better understanding of their 
connection to the space, choices that were made in the arrangement and selection of decor. 
The interviews inform the images collected, the angles, and details captured.  
I had initially intended to be invisible and unbiased in collecting the images and interviews, 
so that the individuals would be true to themselves. However, it is impossible to remain 
neutral when creating images through the lens. "In deciding how a photograph should look, 
in preferring one exposure over an other, photographers are always imposing standards on 
their subjects.” (Sontag, 1977, p. 3). From planning, technical choices, to framing, direction, 
selection, and finally editing the portraits, there are so many decisions the photographer 
makes that affect the interpretation of the visual. Each image is selected and crafted to reveal 
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something about the individual that relates to something in our discussion. The portraits 
expose an aspect about each individual, but only a part of who they are, not the entirety. 
Kicking off the series, I started in the school I know best–Langley Fine Arts School. I 
documented masterful Arts teachers /colleagues who I work with, those who inspired me to 
begin this inquiry. They inspire students, fellow teachers, and parents with creative and 
exciting classrooms; teachers who put commendable effort to create a place that motivates 
learning. Every corner is a learning opportunity. When I walk into their rooms, I am instantly 
alert as an educator and transformed into a learner. I want to devour all of the details on the 
walls to learn and discover. 
Ms. K and Mrs. F were kind to let me experiment on them. They were encouraging and 
accommodating. Ms. K’s room was so chalk-o-block full and overwhelming, with crazy 
coloured diffused lighting, I didn’t know what angle to take, so I documented little details. 
Regretfully, I didn’t really interview Ms. K, because I know her so well, but her chapter took 
a different direction. Mrs. F is an elementary Art teacher and I wanted to expose her youthful 
enthusiasm revealed in her portrait and her classroom. 
I experimented with various lenses, lighting, angles, and techniques to capture them in the 
best way possible to suite the inquiry. Consistent lighting, framing, and camera angles 
potentially homogenizes the variables between the portraits. “Using a camera is a form of 
participation.” Susan Sontag writes, “A photograph is not just the result of an encounter 
between an event and a photographer; picture taking is an event in itself.” (Sontag, 1977, p. 
13). How will the outcome be affected by my influence as a photographer and editing 
decisions? What sort of impression does the treatment of the images impose upon the 
interpretation of the images. 
Then I sought to venture out to schools in the province of British Columbia, exploring 
different districts to acquire a scope of educational perspectives: interurban, urban, 
suburban, rural, from different socio economic, geographic communities. I arranged time to 
leave Langley Fine Arts for several days to visit other schools. 
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My expedition began on Salt Spring Island. Ms. L was a great person to start the journey. Her 
class is a bright, open room that is all about the open space and clear floor. As an interviewee, 
Ms. L was exuberant and had so much to say, almost too much; she was bright with positivity 
and a flash of criticism. 
Within the same region, in southern British Columbia, there is a range of educational 
ownership, attitudes, interests, and perspectives towards education, the arts, and Arts 
education, "...various kinds of searching in relation to teaching and learning and with 
unexpected discoveries teachers might make on the way." (Greene, 1995, p. 15). I enjoyed 
traveling through the province exploring different terrain and diverse educational 
perspectives. I am curious about the connections between the teachers and their classrooms 
and the impact that they have on the students and the community. How are the schools and 
the classrooms connected to the community? Does the community influence the classroom? Is 
the classroom an integral part of a connected web or is it isolated? 
After returning from Salt Spring, I headed to the interior of B.C. to visit Mrs. D in Merritt. Mrs. 
D was friendly and willing. She met me in the front foyer and toured me through the school, 
mapping our way through every art piece and explaining each student’s process. 
Ms. M was a humble participant, almost reluctant to share experiences, and hesitant in 
having her portrait taken. Her dance studio is bright, and open, but we chatted in her office 
which was small, dark and cluttered. 
I had gone to high school with Ms. B long ago. We knew each other, but not really well; we 
played field hockey on the same team. Ms. B as a student was very socially connected. It was 
interesting to call on our previous lives as high school students. She was comfortable during 
our conversation; she is proud and confident, with no qualms of speaking her mind and 
telling it like it is. Her classroom was in slight disarray, but she gave no explanation or 
apologies. That’s just the way it is. 
I ended my quest back where I started with Mr. G, since I needed a Music educator and a male 
participant. I hadn’t chosen Mr. G for his classroom, because it isn’t visually interesting, but 
learned that his room has ulterior attributes (which I divulge later on). At the time of our 
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interview, Mr. G was near retirement and happy to share years of stories. During our 
interview, kids kept coming into the Music room to make some noise by banging or blowing 
on things, which was distracting, but gave perspective. 
It wasn’t just the range of the mediums that created the diversity within the project, but 
rather the range of personalities and circumstances that made each situation and experience 
special. Each teacher offered something unique to the mix. 
Once the images were captured, I wrote notes about my observations and experiences. I 
reviewed, selected, and edited the images and sent the chosen ones to the respective people. 
Then I put the whole inquiry on hold. I built a house, focused on school, travel, and a dear 
friend and colleague who was one of my initial inspirations, became ill and eventually died. 
I was thoroughly affected by the loss of my friend. As a result, my response to her classroom 
has become something quite different than the others. As soon as a photograph has been 
taken, lives and moments captured and frozen in time, the image is historic documentation; 
proof of the past. 
It has taken months to years to finally sift through and resurrect the data. This break from 
the process has provided a distancing from the material to separate myself and prejudices 
so that I could analyze from new perspectives. Coming back to this research was like 
reconnecting with old friends and getting to know them once again in a different way. 
Classrooms and teachers in this collection are proud of their accomplishments and happy to 
pass on what they do. I explored places formed by Arts-based instructors from several 
different Arts mediums. Each teacher is committed to their craft, to their students, to their 
medium, and committed to creating a dynamic learning place. "Experiencing the 
environment is of course, a process that continues throughout life; it’s the very stuff of life.” 
(Eisner, 2002, p. 1). 
The data directed the results of the inquiry. Common threads wove and connected the 
teachers together with many arts related factors, and spatial challenges. Although the details 
were specific to the art or educator, the struggles were similar. The journey to each school 
became an important part of the process with first impressions and then sub-themes from 
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community influences, or cross-departmental competitions. With each class I visited, each 
teacher interviewed, each encounter, each room was different, and posed different 
challenges and rewards. 
Finally, I created story portraits of each person and their rooms to portray a multi leveled 
portrait of each educator and my encounter with them. I encourage you as my readers to 
form your own opinions and perspectives as you view each teacher and I invite you to look 
back at the portraits after you read each portraiture to make connections (or not) with your 
first impressions. I hope to evoke a curiosity in the reader to revisit the individual portraits 
of the teachers and their classroom. But to also consider yourself and your own educational 
experiences in this inquiry, who were your educators, what sort of places did they shape for 
you, and how have these places affected you? 
I now invite you to join me on this exploration of classrooms visited on my journey if 






EDUCATIONAL SPACES REFLECTED 
 
Kindergarten 
Do you remember your first day at school? What were you wearing? Who did you meet? 
What did you notice about your classroom? Who was your teacher? 
I remember how excited and scared I was on my first day of school. It was a sunny September 
day when my Mom walked with me to school holding my hand the whole way to help me find 
my classroom. 
Standing at the door, the teacher introduced herself and welcomed us in, then directed us to 
the cloak room. Mrs. Ends had hand printed all of our names on rectangular paper, posted at 
Kindergarten eye level, equidistant from the one beside. I wanted to learn how to print in 
that tidy elementary school teacher lettering, I still do. The classroom was organized in an 
orderly, yet comforting way. I knew that I was expected and there was a special little place 
just for me. We hung my jacket in my cubby, then I entered the classroom tightly clutching 
my Mom’s hand. 
I was expecting desks, but there was a rug on the floor at the front of the room. I remember 
being sort of disappointed, because I wanted a real classroom. I already had expectations and 
a vision of what a real classroom was or was not. There were several low to the ground tables, 
and many Kindergarten sized chairs. I loved all things that accommodated my smallness, so 
I quickly got over my disappointment. 
There was a holistic and organic essence to the room that helped me engage in the 
environment (Irwin, 2011). Surrounding the room were posters of ABCs, words, rhymes, 
illustrations, there were art supplies, pencils, papers, erasers, paint blocks, brushes stacked 
orderly for future activities. Arts Education scholar Rita Irwin noted “Holistic learning is 
essential for learning and the easiest way to ensure that learning is holistic is to embrace 
learning in and through the arts." (2011, p. 11) The room had a distinct classroom smell that 
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I have grown to recognize and appreciate, even love. I was excited to be there, but still not 
ready to let go of my Mom. 
Mrs. Ends had set up stations for us and asked which one I want to try first. I was so excited 
to play with all of the fun things that my teacher had prepared for me, that I uncurled my 
fingers from my Mom's hand and began my exploration. “One must see from the point of view 
of the participant in the midst of what is happening if one is to be privy to the plans people 
make, the initiatives they take, the uncertainties they face." (Greene, 1995, p. 10). Mrs. Ends 
was well aware of our potential interests and prepared for our arrival. She had created a 
learning oasis for us. An education is so much more than absorbing information. Education 
is about learning who we are, and how to navigate through life in a moral, mindful, 
conscientious way. 
Art School 
Throughout my educational career, I have been subjected to many different learning 
environments. Some have been motivating, or comfortable, others have been incongruent 
and unaccommodating. In my post-secondary experiences, classes have congregated in 
many different rectangular rooms and theatres from the converted army barracks of Visual 
Arts Department at the University of Victoria, to Portrait Studios at Langara College to 
Elementary desks at SFU Grad school. Facilities have shaped who I was, and who I have 
become. 
Even though we were slightly envious of the Science and Engineer departments’ shiny glass 
and metal architecture at the University of Victoria, we actually appreciated the quaint and 
cozy small-town vibe of the old decrepit Visual Art huts. “Any object—a classroom, a 
neighbourhood street, a field of flowers–shows itself differently to each spectator." (Greene, 
1995, p. 156). 
The make-shift Visual Arts Department was a cluster of antiquated buildings on the outskirts 
of campus. Enveloping the shacks were thin interlocking exterior tiles with peeling (not 
really a colour) greyish paint topped with a faded red asphalt roof. Rickety steps were tacked 
on with two by four railings added to safely access the understated single front door. Quaint 
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single glazed pained windows welcomed in light to the studios, but was inhospitable for 
chilly Art classes. Venting for paint thinners and solvents came by way of gaps, cracks, holes 
in the walls. Several portable heaters were connected with tangling extension cords, usually 
cranked full-blast, were used to keep life drawing models frost free. Breakers would blow to 
constantly employ the maintenance staff. Tall workspaces were a feature as ceilings had 
been removed exposing the underside of the roof, wires, pipes, and more holes for ample 
venting. According to a study investigating classrooms as effective learning environments, 
by the University of Salford in Manchester, in 2015, Peter Barret recommended that where 
possible, increasing the ceiling height can improve the air quality of the classroom as it can 
absorb more stale air in the short term, but effective ventilation is still needed (Barret, 2015). 
They had a rustic industrial appeal. There was debris stuck to whitewashed walls: residue of 
images, graphite notes and scribbles, various trials of random acrylic materials, and paint 
splatters. This is the place memories are made of and lots of reminders left behind. It was 
not pretty, but it was a wonderful place to be creative and take risks. "Even though we are 
on common ground, we have different locations on that ground, and each one sees or hears 
from a different position" (Arendt, 1958, p. 57). They were single story structures, but so 
many tales were sparked from those shanty shacks. 
Spaces Encountered During Graduate Studies 
When I began my field studies program through Simon Fraser University, our classes were 
held in an elementary school classroom. We setup our laptops on Kindergarten height tables 
and sat in tiny student chairs. Fond memories flooded back from those initial days in Mrs. 
End's class complete with ABC posters, stacks of school supplies, and the smells–"we learn 
to differentiate and discriminate to recognize and recall.” (Eisner, 1998, p. 3). Being in a 
kindergarten classroom was uncomfortable and awkward at times, but we managed to learn 
and participate in meaningful discussions. Being in that Kindergarten classroom was an 
interesting, contrasting full circle experience. 
Then, for my Masters in Arts Education, I discovered to my surprise that the facilities at 
Simon Fraser University Education department were musty, antiquated, and definitely in 
need of long overdue renovations. The aging amenities were the centre of many discussions: 
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lack of comfort, inappropriateness of the spaces, sterile, inhospitable, unhealthy, and 
unsuitable to facilitate artistic learning. Our Arts Education cohort was sans classroom for 
the most part, nomadic without a space to call home. Each week, we met in different rooms. 
There was never a room that accommodated us sufficiently, so we re-configured the space 
every time to suit our unique, artful needs. Usually, the desks were lined in tidy uniformed 
rows with an instructor/command centre at the front of the class complete with necessary 
computer connections, HDMI projector hook ups, white board, and full scope of the room. 
There was a top-down lecture instruction perch; of all departments in the University, 
Education is fully aware that front loading direct instruction is not how to inspire insightful 
instruction. Although the spaces are insipid, it is the people who transform them into a place 
of perception and motivation. The instructors create the milieu and learning climate in the 
class, the students generate the energy, discussions, and ideas. Each class is different, each 
cohort unique. Depending on the interpersonal dynamics, the energy of the whole, the 
instructor at that point in their career, the room, Kumbaya, from year to year is never the 
same. As Fels (1999) illustrates so poetically, 
“Our world(s) is not realized in isolation… but in action and interaction with multiple worlds 
co-emerging, co-evolving through our knowing doing being creating with others. Within our 
actions and interactions are gaps absences possibilities that may be danced into being 
becoming in action and interaction with others or, through continued absence, are the 
yearning, the anticipation, the not yet known that moves us, silences us, gives us pause.” (Fels, 
1999, p.43). 
In this scenario, since the locations changed each week, 
our physical experiences were random, ever changing, 
and ephemeral. Each class, we would continue to adapt 
and alter the space to make it work for us. For most 
classes, we would reorganize the chairs in a circle to 
facilitate class discussions, the desks clustered for 
creative activities, and room to move about. We became 
efficient in reconfiguring the classroom landscape. In 
figure 1, Suzanna Wright re-renders the standard desk plan Figure 1 Altered Room Plan- SECB 1012 
Susanna Wright,2014 
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to record the required configuration for our group. Classroom layouts were posted to remind 
custodians to re-set the room. Frustrated by having to move furniture to begin the class each 
week, my colleague created a new map to document our distinct weekly blueprint. Her 
succinct depiction is part commentary of the institutional experience as not a one size fits all 
scenario, and part practical plea to the university to reconfigure the layout. 
"Imagination is the one that permits us to give credence to alternative realities."(Greene, 
1995, p.3). Figure 1, Altered Room Plan— SEC B 1012 is an institutional/educational space 
re- configured to suit the needs of the class. Here is an example of an educational space not 
meeting the requirements of those who occupy it, yet the students imagined a place that 
would accommodate arts-based activities. Hence our response to our need to have an 
inspiring space to facilitate Arts based learning at all levels. 
This map documents the unique experiences of the participants. The reconfigured room plan 
is testament to the dynamic potentials of educational space to shape how we learn, and thrive 
in an evolving environment. Our educational spaces are explorations of possibilities of 
learning landscapes (Fels, 1999). Suzanna’s map records the unique learning landscapes of 
our Arts Education passage. The weekly reorganization of our space and Suzanna’s map is 
an example of how we can de-institutionalize our institutional surroundings and encourage 
colleagues to consider possibilities to invent and reinvent education in creative ways. 
Moreover, our weekly struggles with space punctuates the paramount role the environment 
plays on the class climate and learning milieu. 
Educational space informs the learning and the learning informs the space. Educators have 
long sought to create optimal spaces for teaching and learning. 
Knowledge is "knowing is doing is being," not in isolation but in embodied interaction with 
others and environment: 
Far from merely existing relatively autonomously in the same location, individual and 
environment continually specify one another. Just as I am shaped by my location, so is my 
location shaped by my presence. (Davis & Sumara, 1996, p. 155 as quoted by Fels, 1999, p. 43) 
At the end and the beginning of each year, I reconfigure my classroom to make the space 
more accommodating and efficient based on what I learned from the year before and what I 
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anticipate for the year to come. Teacher and educational philosopher, Maxine Green shares 
her pedagogical perspectives "Unless we make such an effort, it will be very difficult for us 
ever to decide what education ought to mean” (Greene, 1995, p.3). As teachers, we endure to 
envision and realize a place to accommodate all learners equally. All who enter, however, do 
so from different perspectives. 
I am fortunate to have a classroom to call my own, some teachers roam from room to room 
with their lessons in tow. I started a ritual in my class, at the end of each year, senior students 
post their magnum opus photo piece that encompasses their explorations on the "Wall of 
Fame”. "Utopian thinking: thinking that refuses mere compliance, that looks down the roads 
not yet taken to the shapes of a more fulfilling social order, to more vibrant ways of being in 
the world.” (Greene, 1995, p 5.) Years ago, when I took down the wall photos for a renovation 
project, the younger students were distressed by the vacant walls. I hadn’t realized that this 
history was so cherished, I realized then the legacy that was being created. The works from 
students past inspire future students; they are part of their space and their history. So, I 
revisited selected past projects and reinstalled them beside new ones. 
My inquiry hopes to open new ways of seeing and interpreting education to perhaps 
inspire and create positive change. 
"To seek out ways in which the art in particular, can release imagination to open new 
perspectives, to identify alternatives” (Greene, 1995, p.18). There are the worn-down, crowded 
urban classrooms and the contrasting clean-lined spaces in the suburbs. There are the bulletin 
boards crammed with notices and instructions, here and there interlaced with children’s 
drawings or an outspoken poem. There are graffiti, paper cutouts, uniformed figures in the 
city schools; official voices blaring in and around; sudden shimmers when artists visit; circles 
of young people writing in journals and attending to stories. There are family groups telling 
one another what happened the night before, describing losses and disappearances, reaching 
for one another’s hands. Clattering corridors are like the backstreets of ancient cities, filled with 
folks speaking multiple languages, holding their bodies distinctively, watching out for allies 
and for friends. There are shouts, greetings, threats, the thump of rap music, gold chains, 
flowered leotards, multicolored hair. Now and again there are the absorbed stares of 
youngsters at computer screens or the clink of glass and metal in school laboratories in front 
of wondering puzzling eyes. There are textbooks with all of their flaws, rows of desks, 
occasional round tables and paperbacks from which students can choose. For the one seeing 
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things large, there are occasionally teachers who view every act as 'a new beginning, a raid on 
the inarticulate/With shabby equipment always deteriorating/in the general mess of 
imprecision of feeling, undisciplined squads of emotion.’ ” (Eliot, 1958, p.128 as quoted by 
Greene, 1995, p. 10-11). 
Maxine Green identifies the dynamics, celebrations and struggles within the school 
classroom. An individual classroom cannot be simply given a simple test to prove the 
effectiveness or ineffectiveness. “That environment is, in its most fundamental state, a 
qualitative one made up of sights and sounds, tastes and smells that can be experienced 
through our sensory system." (Eisner, 2002, p. 1). Both Greene and Eliot describe in words 
what I aim to evoke in images through my photographic inquiry: to explore the educational 
potential of pedagogical spaces to analyze and to compare the ways they accommodate the 
Arts. 
The multiple faces of educational architecture are central to numerous academic debates and 
research, arguing the efficacy of scholastic spaces. Spatial-relational research of educational 
institutions and effects on social and epistemological communication is a key focus and 
concern. Paul Langdon, professor of Arts Education with a special interest in architecture for 
Arts instruction reported, “We are often unaware of the dynamics that affect our built 
environment and the role we can play in shaping them". (2011, p.73), 
Each space provides psychological potential and limitations. “Spaces are relatively objective, 
as defined by the contours of natural or architectural structures and locations. But places are 
spaces that have become personally or socially significant, because of their history, uses, and 
cultural significance." (Smeyers, Depaepe, & Keiner, 2013, p. 2). Intellectual space has 
evolved over the years; now we no longer necessarily have to be physically (geographically) 
present in order to learn or take part in a debate. Almost anyone has access to information 
through the Internet, yet universities are burgeoning with enrollment. And students, as so 
evident in the current Covid-19 crises illustrates, want to be on campus. Being present in a 
learning community is still valued. 
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PEDAGOGY OF THE CLASSROOM 
 
What can we learn from looking into classrooms? What can we learn from viewing a 
particular place? My research explores learning environments and the teachers who shape 
them. Where Teachers Teach: Portraits of Arts Educators and their Classrooms visits seven 
classrooms which are documented with photographs. Each image reveals facts about the 
classroom through visual clues. Each image provides information about the subject, teacher, 
and learning community. Previous education experiences will give each viewer a point of 
reference towards understanding the learning environment. 
The images offer clues for you, as the viewer, to learn something about the learning that 
takes place within. Each viewer can look back and forth between the images to gain a better 
understanding of the details; assessing and comparing learning potentials bring a different 
perspective based on personal historical and current experiences. What might you learn 
from viewing these classrooms? What influences might these particular classrooms have 
on student learning? On the teachers who teach within these spaces? 
In her article, Deconstructing the Experience of the Local: Toward a Radical Pedagogy of 
Place, Claudia Ruitenberg explores the role of the environment in education (Ruitenberg, 
2005, p. 215) 
“Each place has a history, often a contested history, of the people who inhabited it in past 
times. Each place has an aesthetic, offers a sensory environment of sound, movement and 
image that is open to multiple interpretations. And each (inhabited) place has a spatial 
configuration through which power and other socio-politico-cultural mechanisms are at play.” 
(Ruitenberg, 2005, p. 215). 
When we arrive into a classroom, we take notice of elements in the room that stand out to 
us. We notice how educators work with the constraints of the area to organize, arrange, and 
design their space to become a place of inspiration and exploration for the learning 
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community. Each teacher impacts their students by the accommodations they provide for 
them. “The idea of making spaces for ourselves, experiencing ourselves in our connectedness 
and taking initiatives to move through those spaces, seems to me to be of the first 
importance.” As Martin Heidegger stated, "things happen now and then "beyond what is" 
when a wide-open place appears: “There is a clearing, a lightening" reaching beyond that we 
are sure we know." (Heidegger, 1971, p. 53 in Greene, 1995, p. 134). How the educator 
personalizes the space influences learning: the flow, the comfortability, ease, motivation, 
stimulation, encouraging inquiry. “All we can do, I believe, is cultivate multiple ways of seeing 
and multiple dialogues in a world where nothing stays the same." (Greene, 1995, p. 16). 
I hope that this series of classroom portraits opens new avenues of dialogue. “Susanne 
Langer describes the connection between the sensory system and the mind 'seeing itself a 
process of formulation; our understanding of the visible worlds begins with the eyes'." (as 
quoted by Eisner, 2002, p. 2). What's more, how do those places inform and become a source 
of inspiration? 
“But there is no "hereness" that is uncontaminated by "thereness," not only because in these 
technological times there is no locality that is uncontaminated by globality, but because, 
structurally, the otherness of elsewhere cannot be excluded without it leaving a trace. Locality 
cannot be understood other than in a permanent dynamic relationship with globality, a 
relationship of the proximal to the distal. All my actions, including linguistic actions, have 
consequences far beyond those I can foresee.” (Ruitenberg, 2005, p. 216). 
We often identify with place based on historical context and judgement between spaces. 
Place is further understood when compared to other places. We connect with some places 
better than others, because of familiarity, contextual associations, and on occasion, 
difference. Classrooms are the same. As individuals, we have deep rooted expectations of 
what a classroom is and what its functions are, and, for those who question, innovation of 
educational place. 
A recent study from University of Salford in 2015 confirms that a well-designed classroom 
can inform, inspire, and improve learning. The three-year comprehensive inquiry surveyed 
153 classrooms from 27 diverse schools in the UK collecting performance statistics from 
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pupils learning in educational spaces (Barrett, Davies, Zhang, & Barrett, 2015, p. 3). The 
objective was to establish whether or not there is any solid evidence to prove that the 
physical organization of classrooms influences learning (Barrett, et al 2015, p.9). 
Observations of naturalness, individualization, and stimulation were factored into the 
investigation. Conclusion of the investigation verified that learning can improve up to 16 
percent when teachers design an inspiring learning environment (Barrett, et al 2015). 
A report was created based on the information from the study to help educators, 
administrators, and designers make informed choices when planning learning spaces. 
According to Clever Classrooms— Summary report of the HEAD Project, “This research has 
made a break-through on the general problem of establishing evidence of the impact of 
spaces on people as holistically experienced.” (Barrett et al, 2015, p. 38). 
The research discovered that different classroom characteristics such as light, sound, 
temperature, air quality and links to nature, sound, colour and light, can increase learning. 
(Barrett, et al 2015). “Visual diversity of the floor layout and ceiling needs to be enough 
variety to stimulate pupils’ attention, but not too much. Visual diversity of displays on walls 
are well designed and organized, probably covering up to a maximum of 80% of the available 
wall area.” (Barrett et al, 2105, p34). 
An earlier study has shown that classrooms with lower levels of visual distractions allow 
children to be more on-task and have higher learning scores than classrooms with high levels 
of visual distraction (Fisher, Godwin, and Seltman, 2014). They also found that academic test 
scores were higher in the sparse-classrooms than in decorated- classrooms (Fisher et al. 
2014). On the other hand, in exploring differentiated spaces, Read, Sugawara, & Brandt 
(1999) found that varying ceiling heights and wall colours supported cooperative behaviour. 
A study in 2012 by Jalil, Yunusb, & Said concluded that colored environments have significant 
effects on pupil’s learning activity and their well-being.  
Barret and the HEAD Project also recorded spaces that foster individualization, ownership, 
flexibility and connection. “Classrooms that feature the products of students’ intellectual 
engagements, projects, displays, and construction are also found to promote greater 
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participation and involvement in the learning process.” Noted by Ulrich from their study of 
the physical environment and human ecology in 2004. 
In the report, “the suggestions included show that small changes, costing very little or 
nothing, can make a real difference. For example, changing the layout of the room, the choices 
of display, or colour of the walls.” (Barrett et al, 2105, p.3). Schools can create vibrant learning 
environments using what is already there. “Teachers can organize the furniture in the room 
to encourage a better flow of movement. Teachers are encouraged to create an inviting, safe, 
supportive learning environment for students.” (Cox, 2019, http://www.Teachhub.com). 
Although the studies are mostly geared toward elementary age students, it is important to 
note that the learning environment can play an important role in the achievement and 
motivation of students. “Classroom setup is an important component in a learning 
environment because it is an essential piece of classroom management to support both 
teaching and learning.” (Cox, 2019, http://www.Teachhub.com). Structure, design, layout 




CLASSROOM THROUGH A LENS 
 
People make space a place and space influences people. Place is performative, pedagogical 
informative, transformative. "Those who choose to live "within the arts” ... can make space 
for themselves and fill it with intimations of freedom and presence” (Greene, 1998, p. 129). 
What do inspiring spaces look like? How are they organized? What do they smell like? Or 
sound like? 
How do masterful Arts educators arrange their classrooms to make them pedagogically 
inspiring? What’s on the walls? What is on the desks? How are they prepared for their 
learners? How does the teacher reflect their classroom? And how does their classroom reflect 
their teaching practice? How do the learners respond to the space? Are they comforted, 
energized, mesmerized, transcended, distracted, focused, or bored? How do embellishments 
encourage motivation, or distract? Or is the motivation fundamentally inspired by the 
educator and not the space that they provide? What can we learn from portraits of individual 
classrooms and the teachers within? 
In exploring Where Teachers Teach, I investigate masterful Arts teachers and capture their 
teaching places with a DSLR camera. The portraits of the educators are simple with a plain 
nondescript background, and fresh artificial clean studio portrait lighting to accentuate the 
expression and personalities of each individual. I also present the classroom empty of 
inhabitants. Each diptych proposes to teach the viewer something by telling a story of the 
educator; of the philosophy, style, and the lessons. By looking closely, one can learn about 
the teaching practice, subject, mode d’emploi, sociocultural climate, struggles, geographic 
location of the school, and the commitment of the teacher. Many scholars have explored 
potentials of educational space notably educational scholar Elliot Eisner wrote in his book 
The Arts and the Creation of the Mind, "Imagination fed by sensory features of experience, is 
expressed in the arts through the image.” (Eisner, 2002, p. 4). Sometimes the lens is critical; 
revealing truths and struggles, but other times the lens can acknowledge and celebrate life.  
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PEDAGOGY OF PORTRAITURE 
 
As a Photography teacher, I work tirelessly to encourage students to examine photographs, 
to question, and to respond. Reading photography is not as easy as it may seem. We are 
flooded with hundreds upon thousands of photographs every day, one would think that we 
would get good at seeing, but we gloss over and become desensitized. The banal is often 
overlooked, yet the familiar is where we should form our questions, so we can learn who we 
are and where we are from. “Distinction underlies the meaning of the photograph at every 
level, and draws into our reading of the photograph at every detail for everything, potentially 
is of significance." (Clark, 1977, p. 31). 
The portrait is central to Where Teachers Teach, and how the person connects with their 
environment. Beginning with researching history of the portrait, then photographing 
teachers, and finally disseminating the visual information, the photographic portraits have 
been the main focus. What is apparent is the power and potential of the photographic 
portrait as a purveyor of facts and fictions. Photographs hold lifetimes of experiences. We 
record history, document events, recall information, share ideas through photography. 
Portraiture is an invaluable and influential tool for capturing, sharing, and receiving evidence 
of real-life situations and topics for researchers/artists/readers to reflect upon. (Lawrence- 
Lightfoot & Davis, 1997). 
Portraits of people outside one’s social sphere call upon the viewer to see new perspectives, 
make connections, and to learn from the visual cues. In their book “Art & Science of the 
Portrait,” Sara Lawrence-Lightfoot, and Jessica Davis explore the value of portraiture for 
research. They examine the power of the portrait as an effective form of inquiry, recommend 
approaches, and provide advice for artists and researchers. Images illuminate ideas, 
crystalizing concepts, creating new levels of understanding. Clifford Geertz is appropriately 
cited in the book pointing out that “portraits are designed to deepen the conversation” 
(Geertz 1973, quoted by Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997, p 29). 
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In Where Teachers Teach, the photographic portrait illuminates the teacher and their 
classroom, bringing to light their points of view. It is through the portrait that we see and 
experience their worlds (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997). The image clarifies the data, 
the viewer becomes better acquainted with the individual and their place in time. “Just as the 
portraitist needs to think of context as dynamic, she must also recognize the ways it is shaped 
by the people who inhabit it” (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997, p.58). 
In documenting the various individuals and their classrooms in this inquiry, the rooms are 
surrounded with rich information giving geographical context to better understand the 
teacher. The portraits are left to disclose a presence of being in that space and time “Portraits 
are framed by the ecological context: a vivid description of the geography, the demography, 
the neighborhood, and a detailed documentation of the physical characteristics of the place 
that evokes all the senses—visual, auditory, tactile.” (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997, p.44). 
In their book, there are several references to “The Good High School” (1987) which resonates 
with this inquiry succinctly. “The portraitist chooses these environmental symbols carefully; 
they echo with the school’s values and vision.” (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997, p.55). In 
Where Teachers Teach, the teachers epitomizes their practice within the school and the 
classroom represents both teacher and the school community. Each classroom reflects 
something beyond itself. 
As information is collected, compared, and contrasted, I was able to recognize threads of 
similarity or emergent themes in the data. The different challenges each instructor endured, 
were based on the complexity of the subject they teach which infused into their being. 
(Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997). This realization was exciting to me. 
There is an important relationship between the subject and researcher/artist. “The portrait 
is shaped through the dialogue between the portraitist and the subject, each one 
participating in the drawing of the image. The encounter between the two is rich with 
meaning and resonance and is crucial to the success and authenticity of the rendered place.” 
(Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997, p.3). Some interactions between myself and the subjects 
were quite brief, others were more invested. There is an array of depth in the connections 
between the participants. This relationship between myself and the individual teacher is 
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evident in the data. I separated myself from the images for a period of time, when I returned 
to them, I began to see the portraits of the educators as their own entities separate from the 
individuals they represented. 
The role of the artist/researcher is to make connections to real life “In the process of creating 
portraits, we enter into people’s lives, build relationships, engage in discourse.” (Lawrence- 
Lightfoot & Davis, 1997, p.11). Portraits of teachers in the classrooms have created an 
opening into their views of their world, they share their opinions and perspectives. Such 
openings potentially create new conversations and pose new questions. 
Personal cultural perspectives of the researcher are inevitably embedded into the inquiry. 
Questions, and conclusions are influenced by personal history and an intrinsic aspect of the 
process. Lawrence-Lightfoot and Davis call upon the researcher to embrace their personal 
identity to make connections with the subject as long as it doesn’t ultimately overpower the 
endeavor (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997). Also inviting the subject to include cultural 
context equally helps to inform the researcher and the reader of the whole picture to position 
the data. “This attention to parts and the whole assures that context not only sets a physical 
site, but also situates the subject or site in reference to philosophical roots and directions, 
ideological and historical past, and practical plans for the future” (Lawrence-Lightfoot & 
Davis, 1997, p. 70). 
My experience as an artist, photographer teacher, educator, initiated the inquiry and my 
interest in architecture, and experience with small communities shaped it. Also, the 
connection, collection, selection of data, images, was shaped through and by my personal and 
cultural context. I tried to remain impartial, but after much resistance, I realized that being 
so was impossible and futile to the process. 
“When the portraitist listens for voice, she also observes very closely, watching for ways in 
which the actors’ movements and gestures express and communicate what they mean”. 
(Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997, p.99). Each portrait holds an attitude that challenges the 
viewer to identify. Some are more subtle, others overt. It is now for you, the viewer to 
scrutinize. Lawrence-Lightfoot, and Davis clarify the role of portraiture in research is to give 
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perspectives and change perceptions. “Both artists and scientists hoped that their choice of 
views would allow their readers to experience the world differently.” (Lawrence-Lightfoot & 
Davis, 1997, p.5). Portraitists’ ultimate goals are to offer an alternate viewpoint in order to 
affect their viewers’ attitudes. 
The viewer, however, needs to fully accept the artist’s invitation and commit to spending 
time with the characters to get to know them to engage in the visual dialogue. “This not only 
requires an open mindedness, it also requires a knowledge base, a level of understanding, 
and a body of information from which the researcher can draw connections and contrast to 
the actor’s reality.” (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997, p. 149). 
Finally, after new connections are fostered and relationships formed, the viewer becomes 
better acquainted with the individuals presented in the text. It is then in the learning about 
the other, that the reader becomes more aware of themselves and have a better self- 
understanding of who they are. “This self-understanding which emerges out of the 
intersubjective experience of relationships—becomes the impetus for deep inquiry and the 
construction of knowledge”. (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997, p. 136). 
I call to you, my reader to explore the domains to connect with the people in the portraits. 
“The photographer is always trying to colonize new experiences or find new ways to look at 
familiar subjects." (Sontag, 1977, p. 42). Likewise, I hope you will seek to find commonalities 
in the details to recognize the familiar and question the unfamiliar to better understand who 





ART OF PORTRAITURE 
 
Before I invite you to meet the teachers and their classrooms, I need to introduce the art and 
practice of portraiture. Portraiture as inquiry invites us to consider the lived experiences of 
the individual and the artist, their context and what is revealed, concealed, or suggested.   
For approximately twenty-seven thousand years, artists have 
documented the human condition (Jones, 2006, 
https://www.theguardian.com). Grappling with the beauty and 
complexity of life, artists have explored expressions, 
connections, struggles, pursuits, conquests, goals, myths, 
religious beliefs, interactions, within portraiture. Curiosity 
fuels the creativity to capture and try to comprehend human 
existence. Portraits are historical documents of life from the 
artists’ perspectives in the form of time, space, place, light, 
colour, paint, graphite, lines, shapes, textures, colour and forms.  
Leonardo da Vinci’s painting of the Mona Lisa (figure 2) brought 
new perspectives of portraiture in its time. (Zelazko, n.d., 
https://www.britannica.com.). In Leonardo’s portrait, the face is nearly frontal, the 
shoulders are turned three- quarters toward the viewer, and the hands are crossed over the 
midriff. Da Vinci uses his characteristic smoky haziness to soften outlines and create an 
atmospheric effect around the figure. When a figure is in profile, we have no real sense of 
who she is, and there is no sense of engagement. With the face turned toward us, however, 
we get a sense of the personality of the sitter. Mona confronts the viewer looking directly at 
the spectator. She has a calm elegance to her pose, a gentle smile, but doesn’t suit the space 
she has been placed into. She has an oblivious expression and lack of connection to the space 
which suggests that her painted self was superimposed into the background. Even though 
the sitter does not appear connected to the scene, the incorporation of the environment and 




the treatment of it is indicative of the style and time in 
history. The painting of the Mona Lisa has become one 
of the most iconic portraits of all time. This portrait is 
a symbol of a woman empowered, with her 
mysterious ambiguous, yet judgmental expression. 
(Zelazko, n.d.) She is an innocuous icon of privilege, 
aristocracy, and wealth. Portraits during the 
Renaissance period were only of dignitaries and 
nobles who could commission them. 
Circa 1800, Francesca Goya was commissioned to paint the 
aristocracy. His paintings, although known for their un-
flattering appeal, revealed lifestyles of the rich and famous. For 
the people at that time, the anemic treatment of affluent 
patrons was somewhat comforting, as it showed a wealth, but 
vulnerability. ‘As he changed, Goya’s portraits became 
penetrating characterizations that revealed their subjects as he 
had perceived them.” (www.franciscodegoya.net Web 
Museum, n.d.,). La Famille de Carios IV, c1800 (Figure 3) is an 
example of Goya’s insipid, rendering of anemic aristocracy. His 
religious frescoes also displayed a broader, freer style that 
contained an earthy realism that was unprecedented in 
contemporary religious art. The images are acknowledged for 
Goya's critical perspective of the upper class of the time, they 
are celebrated for their expressiveness and truth of an aspect 
of history. The portraits remain coded within the context of 
painting.    
Painting is a study over time, whereas the photograph suggests 
an instantaneous moment. Photographs enabled the general 
population to have their portrait taken, because they were 
Figure 5 Julia Margaret Cameron, Call, 
I Follow, let me die! 1867 
Figure 4 Julia Margaret Cameron, 
Sir John Herchel, 1867 
 




affordable. Notably, Julia Margaret Cameron was one of the first portrait photographers who 
was acknowledged for the expressive qualities within her captured images. Cultural 
formulas are imposed into each of Cameron's distinctly stylized portraits. Cameron's 
“'eminent' Victorians (among them Herschel, Darwin, Tennyson), through their images, 
reinforce the myth of male dominance and individuality." (Clark, 1977, p. 105). The depiction 
of women through the lens was soft and non-confrontational. (figure 4 & 5) Women typically 
look to the side and appear passive, whereas the men look directly into the lens and confront 
the viewer. Cameron's portrait techniques uphold societal stereotypes of the time. Although 
she was highly criticized for the unskilled technical quality of her images, the flawed, cloudy 
and soft characteristics established Cameron's distinct visual signature and give her images 
the ethereal presence they are celebrated for. 
Working tirelessly to capture and achieve greatness in photographic portraiture, Canadian 
photographer Yousuf Karsh photographed 15,312 sittings and produced more than 370,000 
negatives during his illustrious career. The timeless and timely images are rich with lavish 
depth and shimmering highlights as Karsh strives to capture people at the peak of their 
careers. The endless fascination of these people for me lies in what I call their inward power. 
It is part of the elusive secret that hides in everyone, and it has been my life’s work to try to 
capture it on film. The mask we present to others and, too often, to ourselves may lift for only 
a second— to reveal that power in an unconscious gesture, a raised brow, a surprised 
response, a moment of repose. This is the moment to record”. (Karsh, n.d. https://karsh.org). 
Karsh photographed some of the most outstanding people of his 
time. His work encompasses several US presidents, members of 
the Royal Family, Mackenzie King, Martin Luther King Jr, 
Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis, Eleanor Roosevelt, Mother 
Theresa, Einstein, Picasso, artists, musicians, actors, designers, 
inventors, leaders in their own right. His work explores the 
height of human spirit and inner power through the lens. 
In his most iconic portrait (figure 6), Karsh reveals a leader 
standing firm in the face of crisis during the darkest days of World War II, but really, it was 
Figure 6 Yousef Karsh,  
Winston Churchill, 1941 
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a leader who just had his cigar snatched from his mouth. Directly after he concluded his 
Canadian parliamentary address, Churchill emerged into the rear chamber to walk directly 
into the famous portrait sitting with Karsh. Unaware of the portrait commission, Churchill 
permitted Karsh to take one shot. Luckily, Karsh had practiced earlier on someone of a 
similar stature to prepare for the sitting, so he was ready. Churchill put down his glass of 
spirits to make himself presentable, but held onto his cigar. Just before clicking the shutter, 
Karsh grabbed the stogie. “He looked so belligerent, he could have devoured me,” (Karsh, n.d. 
https://karsh.org). The photographer later recalled Churchill’s fierce scowl over the pilfered 
cigar that came to represent his confronting the enemy glare emblematic of a powerful 
leader at war. The search for greatness of spirit compelled Karsh to strive for greatness 
within himself. Karsh was able to use the camera to look into the individual and reveal a 
hidden truth within. 
Photographers adopt similar approaches subconsciously to their 
work. Robert Frank and Diane Arbus, both street portrait 
photographers, documented life as it unfolded in the public 
domain. Frank's work featuring “The Americans" was celebrated 
in France and censored in the USA when it was first published in 
1950. Frank won the Guggenheim grant to produce The 
Americans; he bought a used Ford and headed out. “I was 
absolutely free just to turn left or turn right without knowing what 
I would find." (Frank as quoted by Cole 2009). During his year and 
a half visual exploration of America, Frank shot 767 rolls of film developed about 27,000 
working prints and edited the project to approximately 1,000 images. Frank chose 83 final 
photographs. It documented a truth of the people living in the country that had never been 
captured before. The Americans showed a different America than the wholesome, non-
confrontational photo essay offered in some popular magazines. Frank’s subjects weren’t 
necessarily living the American dream of the 1950s: they were factory workers in Detroit, 
transvestites in New York (Figure 7), a black nanny in South Carolina (Figure 8). The faces 
don’t criticize or say anything, except "This is the way we are in real life and if you don’t like 
Figure 7 Robert Frank,  
New York, NY, 1955 
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it, I don’t know anything about it ‘cause I’m living my own 
life my own way.” (Cole, 2009). "Black and White are the 
colors of photography. To me they symbolize alternatives 
of hope and despair to which mankind is forever 
subjected.” (Frank, 1955) Frank’s America "was a 
dystopia, its citizens alternately menacing, menaced, or 
estranged. The photos often reveal racial hierarchies and 
class stratification. In many of them, fear, anger, and 
suppressed rage—sometimes masked by a boisterous bravado—seem to linger just below 
the surface.” (Mason, 2011). What Frank proved, perhaps more than any photographer 
before him, was that a camera was not just an automatic mechanism, but that it could be 
given a personality, even a soul in the right hands. It was a tool, but in the same way that a 
pencil is a tool: and what it produced depended on who was using it. 
A decade later, Diane Arbus also questions social identity 
with her work, she revealed a quirky vulnerable side of 
humanity through her lens that gave a sensitivity to 
marginalized society that nobody had noticed before or 
wanted to see. (Arbus, 1972). "Everybody has that thing 
where they need to look one way, but they come out looking 
another way and that is what people observe. What you 
notice about them is the flaw. It’s just extraordinary that we 
should have been given these particularities.” (Arbus, 1972, 
p.1). Arbus had an innate ability to extract what lies well beneath the surface to reveal 
imperfections in everyone she captured. 
Many portrait photographers have adapted and incorporated various styles and techniques 
to direct attention to a perspective of human condition. Arbus had a genuine curiosity about 
life, an investigation into subversion, anomalies, differences, contrasts (Figure 9—Identical 
Twins). It's important to know that you never know. "You’re always sort of feeling your way. 
Figure 9 Diane Arbus, Identical Twins, 1967 
Figure 8 Robert Frank, Charleston SC, 1955 
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I never have taken a picture I have intended. They are always better or worse.” (Arbus, 1972, 
p. 15). 
There is a point between what people see and how it is received. Once the photograph has 
been taken, the image printed or posted, it takes on a whole new life. (Clarke, 1977). Viewers 
have control as to how they view and understand. "If you scrutinize reality closely enough, if 
in some way you really get into it, it becomes fantastic.” (Arbus, 1972, p. 2). Once the portrait 
has transferred, the subjects transcend into another realm, they are not themselves, rather 
an object of scrutiny. "A photograph has to be specific. The more specific you are, the more 
general it'll be.” (Arbus, 1972, p. 2). This series explores facts and documentation of real 
people and real spaces. How the viewers see and read the portraits will be up to the 
information provided, the organization of the pixels on the page. 
In his American West series, Avedon uses his signature seamless white background to 
provide a neutral stage for his portraits. The series of photographs pay homage to everyday 
people with an undercurrent of loss and displacement. Although the stark white 
backgrounds tell nothing of the sparse environments that the people inhabit, it’s the 
complicated expressions and the tattered threads that give it away. (Kozloff, 2011). Avedon 
draws the lines and textures of the challenging lives. The viewer is left to fill in the blanks 
and to make their own stories from each creased face, slouched pose, soiled uniform – about 
their wayward lives and dispirited jobs. Richard Avedon popularized the photographic 
portrait exploring the attitudes and perspectives of famous and glamorous individuals. In his 
American West series, Avedon captures 
and reveals distinct lives of individuals 
who would not necessarily be in the 
limelight (Figure 10, 11). Avedon’s 
series embodies mid-western USA. 
(Kozloff, 2011). The images reveal a 
hard-core reality in each untrusting 
stare, furrowed brow, acrid scowl, 
unsettled stand-off (figure 12, 13). The 
Figure 10 Richard Avedon,  
Ronald Fischer, Beekeeper,  
Davis California, 1981 
Figure 11 Richard Avedon,  
Sandra Bennett,  
Rocky Ford, Colorado, 1980 
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photographer brazenly evokes the 
middle of nowhere attitudes in each 
individual. There's a narrowed squint 
and an impatient stance that is a 
signature of each portrait; it is 
possible that the photographer 
induced the antagonized attitudes by 
purposefully making     them     feel    
uncomfortable (Kozloff, 2011). Instead 
of settling his subjects, the photographer pushed his agenda, creating an air of mistrust like 
that of a junkyard dog who threatens the opponents to scrap. Avedon exploits each nuance 
in each frame. His thumbprint is embedded into each portrait and dictates the outcome and 
interpretation. The work becomes an observation from the artist's points of view.  
"The moment fact is transformed into a photograph, "Avedon writes, "it is no longer a fact 
but an opinion", (as quoted by Kozloff, 2011). The subjects in Avedon's American West 
provoke the audience to judge and sympathize, they do that automatically, because they're 
human and the viewer is human. Nothing seems to be right in the faces of these characters, 
but everything is absolutely perfect to communicate a distinct attitude (Kozloff, 2011). 
Viewers are hardened by expressions, poses and details that drive negative connotations. 
Avedon forces the viewers to classify the subject as destitute and disparate; if met on the 
street, there would likely be suspicion, and apprehension. 
From the inception of portraiture, artists have been driven to capture an 'inner' being in a 
single image. In his book The Photograph (1997), photography critic Graham Clarke explores 
the self as portrayed in portraiture explaining "Consistently, the language of portrait 
photography involves a sense of the inner self declaring it 'being' in terms of a single 
composite image sans history, society, or conflict." (p. 102). Thus, character exposure is 
criteria for good portraiture. In his American West series, Avedon reinvents and redefines 
the portrait, as Diane Arbus before him articulated an "otherness" in her portraits. The 
portrait is, the site of a complex series of interactions–aesthetics, cultural, ideological, 
Figure 12 Richard Avedon, Blue 
Cloud Wright, Slaughterhouse 
Worker, Omaha, Nebraska, 1979 
Figure 13 Richard Avedon 
Billy Mudd, Trucker, 
Alto, Texas, 1981 
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sociological, and psychological explorations. "The portrait is... a sign whose purpose is both 
the description of an individual and the inscription of social identity." (Clark, 1977, p. 102). 
Historical portraiture has provided the groundwork for me to explore the human condition 
on my terms. In this series, Where Teachers Teach, I adopt these influences subconsciously 
and blatantly. Each subject is introduced in their own territory, on their terms, in their 
wardrobe, with their expressions, poses, and in their classroom. My challenge is to document 
the moment, to illuminate the being, then finally select and edit the image that embodies the 







A recent study “Where Children Sleep" (Mollison, 2010) opens the door to the bedrooms of 
children photographed by James Mollison. Upon my first encounter, Mollison’s series 
instantly inspired the format of my inquiry. The series consists of thirty-three individual 
portraits of children in front of a plain white sheet beside a photograph of their bedroom. In 
his synopsis, Mollison writes: “Where Children Sleep—stories of diverse children around the 
world, told through portraits and pictures of their bedrooms... It occurred to me that a way 
to address some of the complex situations and social issues affecting children would be to 
look at the bedrooms of children in all kinds of different circumstances. From the start, I 
didn't want it just to be about 'needy children' in the developing world, but rather something 
more inclusive, about children from all types of situations.'' (Mollison, 2010, p.10). Likewise, 
I hope to divulge diversities within educators and their spaces. I will begin the inquiry here, 
close to home examining the similarities and subtle differences among local institutions. 
Mollison's series educates audiences about living conditions of children around the world. It 
urges comparisons. (Mollison, 2010).  
Mollison’s diptychs invite the viewer to look further. Looking back and forth from one image 
to the other and back again, one scrutinizes similarities between the child and their room. 
What they are wearing, their expression, body language and their room, how does the 
selection of items within divulge and reveal the occupant? Then they scan from child to child, 
contrasting country to country. 
Depending on where the viewer is from, 
and the lens they view through, there 
will be expectations and surprises. In 
figure 14, Tristan seems like an average 
North American kid wearing a green 
hoodie, with expressionless looking 
right through you, blue eyes, and 
Figure 14 James Mollison, Tristan, 7, New York, USA, 2010 
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freckles. The room tells us so much 
more—filled with androgynous 
toys, action figures, more books 
than a seven-year-old could ever 
read, musical instruments, art 
items, a TV, but no bed, and no 
place to sleep. Could this be a 
corner of a living room in an 
apartment? Ironically, perhaps this 
is not where Tristan sleeps, perhaps where they play? Or maybe Tristan sleeps on the floor 
or shares a room with the parents. 
Anonymous seems like an average kid in a baseball cap and ski jacket, however, juxtaposed 
to the image of a mattress in an empty lot encourages us to draw incomplete conclusions; 
informs and prejudices the viewer of their disadvantaged situation (figure 15). When we 
compare the two children, we learn more about the challenges and advantages each child 
has. Going from one scenario to the other: a mattress on the ground with tattered blankets 
in what appears to be an empty field, to the other's room without mattress, but a room 
overrun with toys and books forces the viewer to quantify wealth, opportunity with 
happiness. One re-views the portrait of the occupant to see if there was a hint of visual 
evidence to validate the information, but it isn't that easy. Perhaps the rumpled coat, dirt 
under the brim of the cap offers hints, but seems somewhat commonplace for kids. If you 
look into the eyes of the children, what do you notice? Do you see a hardness and lackluster 
expression? Or perhaps a fierce sense of independence and survival? Or a disinterested 
disconnect? 
Although the photographer is a director and has creative control, the subject also plays an 
integral part in the process. Each individual has a distinctness; something that sets them 
apart from every other human. However, the subjects are in essence the status quo, the 
benign, middle-class, everyday people. The images themselves provide insight to a 
fundamental occupation. Nuances offered in each portrait and interview gives insightful 
Figure 15 James Mollison, Anonymous, 4, Rome, Italy, 2010 
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information into the attitudes and struggles that each endures. It is up to the viewer to 
investigate and decode the visual data. (Sontag, 1977). Respectfully, as we will learn, this 
series Where Teachers Teach records the portraits of the teachers and their classroom within 
their educational institution.  
The images in this thesis are portraits of classrooms showcasing years of planning, 
organization, reconfiguring, and reinventing. Explore each room, each corner, each item, and 
take note. I encourage you, as the viewer, to flip back and forth to compare the photographs. 
Are they vibrant learning spaces? How would they score on the “Clever Classrooms” study 








Figure 16 Donna Usher, Mr. G, 2017 
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Mr. G’s Classroom 
 
Figure 17 Donna Usher, Mr. G’s Classroom, 2017 
“It is a great acoustic space 
that has inspired hundreds of students  
and hundreds of scores.” 
Mr. G 
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Mr. G’s Story 
Over twenty years ago when I first arrived at the Langley Fine Arts School, the campus didn't 
look like an acclaimed Arts school, but merely a single level elementary school out in the 
suburbs, in the middle of nowhere. From the approach, Langley Fine Arts School doesn’t 
appear to be a dynamic, intensive Arts school with high caliber programs and top-notch 
reputation. But step inside, smell the paint, hear the music, and see the movement, it is an 
invigorating, inspiring learning environment. The energy is not so much about the building 
as it is about the staff, students, and the community, but the space and location lends a hand. 
Langley Fine Arts School (LFAS) is a community that encourages students to focus on the 
Arts. Students at LFAS explore their passion in the Arts very seriously. Some students "need 
to be exposed to something deeper,” exclaimed Mr. G, Music teacher at LFAS “to let them fly 
when they are ready to fly.” (personal communication with Mr. G, June 2017). At Langley 
Fine Arts School, the Music department cranks up the volume of expectations for student and 
teacher achievement in the Arts. In Mr. G's opinion, LFAS has been criticized for being elitist 
and exclusive. The school attracts highly motivated students, because they are given space, 
time, and instruction to do what they love. Students are encouraged to work hard, to learn, 
practice, get good at their medium, and take it to the next level. 
Mr. G’s classroom (figure 17) is conducive for students to become highly proficient in their 
medium. First impressions of the Music room, it doesn’t look like much, the physical 
appearance of the Music classroom is not a primary concern. One must take time to observe 
the environment in order to fully engage in the ultimate purpose (Langdon, 2007). Music 
teachers have much different aesthetic sensibilities than other Arts teachers; they are 
primarily in tune with the acoustic potential of the space rather than the visual opulence. "It 
is the people and their relationship to a particular space or place that define its meaning and 
importance to that society,” or group. (Langdon, 2007, p.74). The resonance, absorption, 
reverb, colour of sound is what matters, rather than the colour of the walls. The room needs 
to have a heightened capacity for sound, balance, and good control of the energy of sound. 
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“Comfortable and clear auditory perception, along with freedom from background noise not 
only improves communication but also promotes working and learning efficiency.” (Barrett 
et al. 2015, p 24). If there is too much noise in a music room, it can be dangerous for the 
students and teacher. Extended loud sound is a potential health hazard; an excess of sound 
can cause fatigue and even cause physical damage. Comprehensive studies have linked long 
or repeated exposure to loud sounds to hearing loss, where hair cells in the hearing organ in 
the ear are damaged. Studies have also linked increased anxiety, depression, high blood 
pressure, heart disease, and stroke associated to exposure to noise. (Sheikh, 2018). 
Mr. G. was involved in the planning and creation of the Music rooms at LFAS. He insisted on 
a high ceiling to avoid hearing damage, a large enough space to enable a natural acoustic, 
carpeted floor and acoustic baffles on the walls to absorb sound. (Mr. G, 2017) He also 
requested storage space for musical instruments (figure 18). As the use of a space evolves 
over time, systems need to be designed to protect the occupants, it is the role and 
responsibility of the teacher to continually identify and adapt the space to accommodate 
healthy and safe environments. (Sinner, 2011). “The sound of the music and safety for the 
students is what matters most” (Mr. G, 2017). 
 
Figure 18 Donna Usher, Instrument Storage, 2017 
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Rooms can contribute to better teaching and learning particularly in the Music domain. “This 
space has better sound, clearer than most”, as touted by Mr. G, "it's not a blurry mud-fest.” 
Students are able to practice and rehearse in a space that helps to facilitate learning; they 
can play alongside of one another, hear each other. "Making art and teaching fluid processes 
require our ongoing attention”. (Sinner, 2011, p. 83). But one needs to be conscious and 
aware of the shifting needs in a classroom. It is not a hazard when the full orchestra is playing 
to full capacity and potential. The room is open and has good site lines, so students can 
clearly see the instructions. Mr. G is proud of his room "It’s a really good teaching space that 
facilitates learning that I have been fortunate to have worked in. It is a great acoustic space 
that has inspired hundreds of students and hundreds of scores.” (Mr. G, 2017). 
 
Figure 19 Donna Usher, Mr. G Caricatures, 2017 
In Mr. G’s room, there is an organized chaos. Black chairs scattered throughout the class, 
most facing the same direction as if eagerly waiting for something to begin, but there is an 
irregular rhythm to the spacing between the seats. There are music stands standing at 
attention perched at various angles and levels. Instrument cases are scattered around the 
floor, and on the shelf space provided. At the front of the room, there is an upright piano with 
a few microphones in a row for an impromptu set. Across the room, in the corner there are 
symbols and large bass drums. Higher up on the wall, there are large square baffles to help 
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mitigate sound and reverberation. There is a door with no stairs to it, and speakers mounted 
on institutional yellow-beige walls. At the front of the room, there is a white board with music 
manuscript permanently etched in to enable theory lessons without erasing lines each time. 
On the other board a collection of caricatures resembling Mr. G have been rendered in 
various poses and expressions by students over the years (figure 19). 
When it all comes down to it, “the most important part of teaching is the learning community” 
(Mr. G, 2017). The combination of teacher, students, classroom, and school create the milieu. 
Together the learning environment becomes a community. One can learn about the sense of 
community from Mr. G’s classroom. "Arts educators are ideally situated to bring an 
understanding of the concept of creativity and the dynamic of fostering creative 
development by going well beyond espousing the virtues of the discipline to living the 
disposition of creativity alongside others." (Kelly, 2011, p. 47). There is value in the 
collaborative process that is prevalent in the Music class. Stands and musical instruments 
communicate the sense of community in the room; there are dozens of stands facing in 
different directions in clumps and clusters, much like the students themselves. Kids are 
members of an Arts community who work together, play together, and learn together. The 
items in the room offer potential insight into how Mr. G teaches. Although there is a seeming 
randomness to their placement, there is a structure. Also, there is no point to stacking and 
cleaning it all up if it is just going to be pulled back out the next day. Mr. G puts energy into 
things that are important. His sense of order is in the musical arrangement, not so much in 
the placement of the chairs at the end of the day. Mr. G. believes that one of the most 
important roles of the teacher of Arts is to pass on the passion and commitment to their 
medium. 
In the portrait, Mr. G (figure 16), looks like a typical teacher. He’s tidy, clean cut, but casual 
in a zip up hoodie. His relaxed attire shows that he is approachable in appearance, he dresses 
comfortably, but respectfully. He is wearing casual clothing. Although he is all business, he 
does have a sense of humour and, is somewhat sporty. The top button is not buttoned, jacket 
is open. His shoulders are relaxed, but not slouched, he is confident in his job, not 
competitive, after years of rigorous classroom management, guidance, attendance, lessons, 
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corrections, reports. He is open and comfortable is his surroundings. He is not trying to 
impress others, but to be respectable and respectful. Mr. G has a sense of honour and pride 
in his role as an educator and leader. “Becoming the leader in an art education is much the 
same as becoming a leader in any other classroom, but if we want children to grow with 
confidence in their own ideas and their ability to express them, we need to be positive role 
models” (Cooley, 2011, p.53). It is possible that he is dressed in casual sport attire in order 
to relate to the students, or so they can relate to him and feel comfortable in his company. 
His attention to his clothing is like his room, he has other priorities. 
There is a sparkle in his grey-blue eyes, and a knowing confidence in the way he looks 
directly at the viewer. His eyes reveal kindness, sincerity, confidence, and a complex 
understanding of notes, lines, chords, treble clefs, theory, dynamics, dissonant, discipline and 
efforts to engage young students. One can tell by his welcoming gaze, that he is genuine, a 
team player having worked with many people, jamming, playing, teaching, educating. His 
chin is up communicating his assurance that he is in charge of his domain. 
 
Figure 20 Donna Usher, Music Excellence, 2017 
From the image, there are clues to indicate that Mr. G is nearing the end of his career. This 
unassuming man is slight, bald, with fair skin and an earnest smile. He sports a graying more 
salt than pepper mustache and is clean shaven otherwise. He looks confident, not 
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judgmental, but not without judgment. Lines on his face show years of experience: thousands 
of students, millions of notes, hundreds of decisions each day, scores of instructions, and 
pounds of patience. He is slim, like a long-distance runner, but not athletic. Mr. G has invested 
over thirty-two years in young artists: teaching, accommodating, guiding, sharing, 
connecting, rehearsing, mastering, understanding, adapting, adjusting, reporting, assessing, 
encouraging, fostering. The years show in his shoulders, they are slightly relaxed, but 
determined to hold up for a little longer. For most of his career, Mr. G worked at the Langley 
Fine Arts School where he built the Music program from the foundation: a program with high 
expectations with years of awards and first place standings. His teaching repertoire ranged 
from Grade 6/7 Band, Chamber Ensembles, Jazz Band, Orchestra, and he also taught English 
8. His favourite class was Senior Orchestra (Mr. G, 2017). As a teacher near retirement, Mr. 
G reflects thoughtfully on his esteemed career, he’s proud to have encouraged thousands of 







Figure 21 Donna Usher, Mrs. L, 2017
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Ms. L’s Classroom 
 
Figure 22 Donna Usher, Ms. L’s Classroom, 2017 
 
“I teach students how to be human.” 
Ms. L
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Ms. L’s Story 
It was a glorious day when I caught the ferry to Salt Spring Island; the sun was up early, it 
was bright and fresh. The sea was calm and even. Ferry travel to Salt Spring from the lower 
mainland is straight forward. There are several choices of routes to the island: one ferry 
takes several hours zigzagging through the Gulf Islands, there’s another more frequent 
choice that transfers from Vancouver Island, and a third from another community further up 
the island, a regular sea plane flies there, and there is a water taxi between the Gulf Islands. 
Salt Spring is a popular destination for tourists with lots of amenities, cute cafes, and shops. 
(Salt Spring Island Tourism/Getting There, n.d.) The small town of Ganges is situated on the 
edge of the ocean, the breeze sweeps through town, keeping the municipality fresh and clear. 
The community of Salt Spring is a blend of artists, businesspeople, retirees, farmers, young 
families, new age urbanites searching for the ultimate place to live. Salt Spring is a healthy 
mix of wholesome, beauty, rural and urban, unpopulated and populated. Some parts are 
more remote and secluded then others, but people can access resources and limited modern 
urban conveniences. 
Visiting is a treat; Salt Spring is a treasure. It’s the kind of destination where you could easily 
envision living, because it looks like a nice place to live. The only downfall is that everyone is 
reliant on a boat for all comings and goings to and from the island. Islanders and visitors 
generally take the regular scheduled BC ferry, to get to the island, but some could fly, take a 
pleasure boat, or even kayak. 
The main Salt Spring schools are all in one area in the little town of Ganges, there is a network 
of short and windy roads. It took me a surprisingly long time to find the school, even though 
it is right in town. The elementary school, middle school, high school and school board are 
all together, which makes perfect sense; that way, all students can share resources, fields and 
even students could merge. 
Of the three schools, it’s obvious which one is the secondary school, it’s the largest and the 
most modern (Gulf Islands Secondary School, n.d.). There is a larger parking lot to 
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accommodate student drivers. It was easy to navigate to the front desk to find the esteemed 
teacher whom I have been travelling for several hours to meet. 
Once I was introduced to Ms. L, it was evident that all my efforts were worth the time spent 
to get there. I was instantly put at ease with Ms. L, she is welcoming and disarming. She has 
a genuine way about her; she has a confidence in her step and certainty in the way she glides 
through the hallways toward her classroom. She has the grace of a dancer and the assurance 
of a seasoned educator. 
Ms. L seemed excited to be asked to participate in this inquiry and a bit nervous to have her 
photo taken. Ms. L is easy to talk to. She is eager and forthright to share her Dance program. 
It was instantly obvious that she was proud of her program and what she had built at Gulf 
Island Secondary School. She seemed genuinely pleased with the school for the most part. 
Though she has lots to say about her classroom and many concerns about the facilities. 
We spoke for a while about her program, the school community, climate with enthusiasm. I 
was honoured and excited to connect with Ms. L to capture her in her school. Ms. L teaches 
Dance and English at Salt Spring Secondary School and in the GISPA program that resides 
within the school. She has been teaching at SSIS for many years. The Gulf Islands School of 
Performing Arts runs within the Salt Spring Secondary; it invites students who are interested 
in exploring the performing Arts more deeply. Students must display a higher level of 
commitment and interest in the chosen Arts area. (Ms. L, 2017). 
So why learn Dance? "Students at GISS learn body confidence, body awareness, expression, 
abstract expression; dance is so important for teenagers, because half the time they don't 
understand how they are feeling, and have difficulty communicating their feelings. It is hard 
for them. Even as adults, it is important to sort out how we feel.” (Ms. L, 2017). Ms. L says 
that Dance helps students to express themselves. “Dynamic teachers who strive to make art 
education meaningful in the lives of their students seek innovative and empowering ways to 
connect art learning to important social issues.” (Chalmers, 2011, p. 93). 
When arriving to Ms. L’s classroom, it becomes immediately apparent that the floor is the 
most important entity to a Dance studio. The floor is protected by a grey Marley covering 
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which is made specifically to absorb impact for dancers do jumps and jetés and make it easier 
on the joints and limbs. The covering is permanently installed and is helpful to protect dance 
students' bodies from injury. (figure 22, Ms. L’s Classroom) Ms. L cautions of the need for a 
sprung floor. She admitted that she shouldn't really teach Dance class in this room without a 
sprung dance floor, (personal communication, June 2017). The repeated impact is hard on 
students physically. A sprung floor is a standard to most dance classrooms that flexes and 
absorbs the blows from movements of participants. Dance is a physical medium that can be 
taxing on the muscles, ligaments and joints. The Dance teacher strives for students to excel 
physically and to incur no injuries (Ms. L, 2017). 
The details inform the viewer of the experiential relationship between the participant, the 
space, and the sweat spilled. (Greene, 1995). Skills have been developed, and energy 
produced on the Dance floor. Thousands of feet have crossed that floor, turning, jumping, 
landing. Then sweeping it up, buffing it off, and starting back up again. (Ms. L, 2017). The 
residue is the evidence of the movement and the learning, proof of the holistic, meaning- 
making experience. (Irwin, 2011). But what remains, reminds us of the hours of practice, 
drills, exercises, and repeats. We notice from a place of detachment, noticing tendencies and 
trends and the intentionality of everyday life in this place. (Greene, 1995). 
We sat on the floor for the entire interview and the photo session too. It seemed very natural. 
The room itself is quite large and rectangular. The ceiling reaches very high so there is no 
vertical restriction for jumps. When it is empty, it seems vast, like there is lots of space to 
move, but Ms. L cautions that when there is a full class, it can be snug. In fact, the class size is 
restricted to twenty-four students; if there are too many students in a Dance class, it can get 
dangerous. (Ms. L, 2017). People collide into one another, over stepping, ankles twisted, this 
can be a huge concern. Usual class sizes are thirty, but the Dance sizes are reduced to twenty- 
four because of the limited space. Even that is pushing the boundaries and limits the amount 
of movement the group can do together. (Sinner, 2011) enforces the imperative role of a 
teacher is to identify the shifting health and safety needs in a learning environment and 
attend to it immediately. On one side of the room, there are a row of windows that allow 
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indirect natural light, but the main lighting is 
fluorescent (figure 23).  "The struggles of the 
lighting" Ms. L sighs, "It is so difficult”. She 
continues "the old lights were really high, 
beautiful warm light, but it was really dark in 
here." Ms. L has experimented with lighting, 
trying to find the best solution—she had the 
lights lowered, but that was still insufficient, 
so they put in LEDs, but it is still dark in here. 
She confesses "I am a Dance teacher and that 
is what I am here to do, I am not an expert in 
lighting or floor construction. I have no idea 
about lighting." After the third or fourth try, 
she is tired of complaining; not always sure 
how to ask for what she needs and unsure of 
the best way to communicate. “Good natural 
light helps to create a sense of physical and 
mental comfort, and its benefits seem to be more far-reaching than merely being an aid to 
sight.” (Barrett et al. 2015, p. 18). The room was very cold and industrial with cool LED 
lighting, grey Marley floor, grey walls, and the weather was grey as well, so they painted the 
walls to cheer it up. The Dance posters also help to liven it up add colour and inspire. 
A sound system is integral to any Dance class. Music is a motivator for movement, melodic 
beats encouraging the rhythm and dynamics of muscles and bones. The Salt Spring 
Secondary School Dance program has a decent sound system to get the students bumping. 
(Ms. L, 2017) 
On one side of the room, there is a wall of doors which opens up to the multi-purpose space. 
The doors also work as a curtain for the classroom to transform into a stage. There is no 
performance space in the school, so sometimes when they are practicing for a show, they 
open the doors to rehearse for the school community. (Ms. L, 2017). GISPA takes the show 
Figure 23 Donna Usher, Mrs. L, Room Lighting, 2017 
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outside of the school to the local theatre. Usually there is a large community audience, the 
school, parents. It is hard to properly prepare for Dance shows as the spaces are different 
size and shape than the classroom. The theatre is quite a bit smaller, it’s not a dance stage. 
They have more time in the theatre for larger performances, but it is not ideal, because of the 
travelling off campus to the other building. Though the community space is appreciated as it 
welcomes an audience beyond the school walls. (Ms. L, 2017). 
There are no changing rooms for the Salt Spring Dance students protests Ms. L, there is 
merely a curtain where students take turns to hide behind to switch into their dance attire 
to get ready for class. Some students just change on the fly. Others wait in line for their turn 
behind the curtain. Ms. L noted that the PE department has newly renovated changing rooms. 
There were several parallels made to the P.E. department during our discussion. There 
seems to be some disparity for the Dance department in compared to the Physical Education. 
(Ms. L, 2017). Advocates for P.E. are louder and there are more of them. Because both are 
physical subjects, they are regularly compared and in the physical domain. Both are very 
different, yet there is competition: competition for funds, for students who appreciate 
movement arts, and for acknowledgment from the administration; the ones who allocates 
the budget. P.E and Dance often vie for funding; however, P.E. often triumphs, “although 
there really isn’t any competition”. (Ms. L, 2017). 
“Dance is physical beauty.” (personal communication with Ms. L, June 2017) Dance is about 
movement, special relationships, making connections in real time with real people, 
kinesthetic aptitude, choreography, observation, self-expression, to feel, perform, interpret 
and respond. "Dance is about taking risks, learning about your-self and others around you.” 
Ms. L is very proud about her program, her students experience Dance. "Some do it for the 
personal thrill, others take it further. There are classes where students can express 
themselves through movement, to learn how to be physically expressive.” (Ms. L, 2017). For 
the more avid movers and shakers, there is a school for performing arts within Salt Spring 
Secondary School for students to delve deeper into their arts—Dance students work to 
advance their expression within their medium and collaborate together with other 
performing arts to write, produce, create a show. The Salt Spring Island Dance program is a 
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brilliant opportunity for students to gain experience and go much further. “The arts invite— 
no demand—that we attend sensitively to the qualitative arrays that we ourselves generate.” 
(Eisner, 2002, p.112). 
“Dance is for everybody. All students can take Dance; it’s a part of the school program; there 
are junior and senior classes.” (Ms. L, 2017). Some students join the production company and 
regular Dance classes. Dedicated students can take three dance classes per year as long as 
they can graduate. In the Gulf Island School of Performing Arts (GISPA) three departments 
work together on a collaborative production involving all three of the mediums. GISPA gets 
together as a full company to create a completely original production. Music writes music, 
actors create roles, Dance choreographs. Everyone makes the costumes, sets and props. The 
GISPA kids are really invested in Dance and the Arts; it is a small and tight community. (Ms. 
L, 2017). 
The community of Salt Spring Island is supportive of the Arts. It is more acceptable to become 
a professional artist here; there are so many artists in the community and many professional 
musicians. Some are academic minded; they are worried that their kid would want to pursue 
Dance and how to earn money. "An Economic degree versus a Dance degree is still a degree. 
There is a lot of learning that happens.” L explains. "Then some parents have such positive 
responses from shows. The audience is warm, receptive, and so encouraging. There are lots 
of great things that goes on in the English class and no one sees that.” Ms. L tries to not hold 
the expectations for the performance too high, but lots of people see the show. The 
performance becomes a big deal, because students get invested and it represents the Dance 
department. (Ms. L, 2017). 
Though it is not all about the performance in the end. "In my Dance class, I teach about the 
skeleton and how things move: anatomy, muscles, bones, and how the body functions. 
Basically, I teach students how to be human.” (Ms. L, 2017). Ms. L creates opportunities for 
her students to invest in their Dance practice to learn about themselves and others through 
movement. Problem solving, critical thinking, and creative thinking are all aspects that 
students can learn through the Arts. An aspect of Ms. L’s Dance class is confidence, body 
awareness, and expression—human skills. (Ms. L, 2017). The Arts go well beyond what is on 
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the surface, they create meaningful connections through place and relationships between. 
(Eisner 2000). "Most students won’t take dance after high school." Ms. L. proudly professes 
that "The class is their experience, it’s part of their growth, and part of their establishing 
themselves as young adults.” It is the role of teachers to help students make connections to 
make their own interpretations and to heighten consciousness. (Greene, 1995). Ms. L makes 
deep connections with her students. (Ms. L, 2017). 
From her description of her program, one gets a sense of Ms. L. Looking at her portrait in 
figure 21, it is not a surprise that she is committed to her craft, dressed in dance attire. 
Wearing all black, dance shoes, tights, pleated black shirt, Ms. L seems comfortable, but 
formal. Her posture is that of a dancer, her back is straight and confident. She is physically 
fit; has a physicality to her, a strong presence, yet a humility. Her portrait is a bit rigid 
showing her nervousness for the camera, but a vitality and willingness to be captured. She 
got right down on the floor; she was very at home there. Her classroom is all about the floor, 
she spoke a lot about it. The arm on her knee suggests that she is somewhat at ease, perhaps 
a forced casual, her lower arm to her hand is slack accentuating her calm composure. Her 
hair is tidy, pulled back like that of a dancer, though it is greying, hinting of potential years 
of movement. Ms. L's eyes are sharp and sincere—she is on your team; she is genuine, full of 
hope and vitality. She will stand by your side, no matter what. Calm sincerity. Earnest. 
Intensity. Commitment. This is a portrait of a proud and confident teacher acutely aware, and 







Figure 24 Donna Usher, Mrs. D, 2017
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Mrs. D’s Classroom 
 
Figure 25 Donna Usher, Mrs. D’s Classroom, 2017 
“Let me know how you can do  
Art or Drama or Photography  




Mrs. D’s Story 
The drive to Merritt from the Fraser Valley is beautiful. It takes just over two hours from the 
lower mainland, but it feels like traveling to a completely other world. The highway is an 
asphalt ribbon winding through ranges of green forests, wrapping mountains, ascending 
steep inclines. It's a peaceful trek. Not many cars or trucks passed me. The radio lost 
reception halfway there, so it was quiet except for the sound of the engine and thoughts in 
my head. As I clipped along, the trees grew larger and the forests thickened. Along the 
highway, there’s not much evidence of human habitation except for the road itself. 
I was looking forward to visiting the Secondary School in Merritt to gain a different 
perspective from the ones in the Fraser Valley and Vancouver. It's a community unlike any 
in the lower mainland, but similar to others in the interior of British Columbia. Merritt was 
originally a mining town, but the current economy is forestry, ranching, farming, and 
tourism. The town boasts that it is an adventure destination and hosts several Country Music 
festivals. (City of Merritt/Discover Merritt/what to do, n.d.). First Nations people are a 
significant part of the Merritt community and school population. 
The school’s architecture is a contemporary institutional design. I expected an older historic 
looking school, because it is in the old residential part of town (Merritt Secondary 
School/About, n.d.). "The built environment is a vast panorama of visual and sensual stimuli. 
The combinations of sights, smells, sounds, and sensations are all indications of how the built 
environment was formed and why and for whom it continues to exist.” (Langdon, 2007, p.75) 
However, the school is a relatively new structure; it looks impressive in physical stature and 
strength. It has a Secondary school look: solid, fortified, and durable. One can see the 
intentionality of the design based on its fundamental purpose and the location where it exists 
(Langdon, 2007). The building is grey stucco with a metal and glass peaked skylight entrance 
with large pillars establishing the way in. The office is located directly inside; the staff is 
cordial and helped me find Mrs. D.  
Mrs. D was excited to show me around the campus. Right away, she swept me away to tour 
through the Legacy Gallery in the front entrance, which Mrs. D organizes (figure 26). 
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“Exhibiting student art creates opportunities for students to appreciate their own work and 
also the artistic achievement of others” (Blatherwick, 2011, p. 101). Merritt Visual Art 
students are encouraged to submit their signature artwork from the year for adjudication. 
During the interview with Ms. D, she explained the adjudication process. (Ms. D, 2017). 
Student exhibitions are positive ways for the community to interact with art, to gain an 
understanding and appreciation for it (Blatherwick, 2011). A group from the school 
community selects one piece to be framed and showcased in the school entry. Mrs. D knows 
all of the Visual Arts students in the exhibition and the stories associated with their work 
(personal communication with Ms. D, June 2017). Visual Arts students at Merritt Secondary 
try a little bit of everything: drawing, painting, sculpture, printmaking, and photography (Ms. 
D, 2017). She teaches Grades 8 -12 mostly Visual Art and some Drama; Mrs. D likes to expose 
her students to as many processes as possible, so that in Grade 12, they can choose to take 
on a specialization (Ms. D, 2017). 
 
Figure 26 Donna Usher, Legacy Gallery, 2017 
She escorted me into the Visual Arts studio. From the door, there is a hallway leading into 
the room with doors to storage rooms and a darkroom. The hallway opens to the spacious 
main room; the room is bright, with lots of natural light, high ceilings, and access to a 
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courtyard. Mrs. D’s desk is the first thing students encounter on their way into the art studio 
(figure 25), she likes to be there to greet everyone “coming and going”. (Ms. D, 2017). This 
classroom is also where she works for most of the time. There is an old Christmas coffee cup 
on Mrs. D’s desk from previous seasons. Mrs. D shares the adjoining office with the other Art 
teacher whom she likes to collaborate with once in a while (Ms. D, 2017). 
 
Figure 27 Donna Usher, Cartoon Characters & Masquerade Mask, 2017 
Today, the room is being cleaned and restored after a year of paint splattering, clay throwing, 
and graphite smudging. Ms. D exclaimed that "it’s time to get the big erasers out to bring it 
back to start again". Stools are upended on long worktables, there are paint splatters on the 
counters and walls. Lower cupboards surround the room with faded labels to organize and 
indicate contents. Above them, upper display boards line the perimeter providing room   for 
student work. There is still some artwork left on the walls, but most has been taken down 
and given back to the creators. In figure 27, there are remnants of student unclaimed 
paintings and masks capturing familiar cartoon characters. A few storage containers are 
tucked away in corners. There are piles of books, duo tangs, papers, files—organized chaos. 
And a giant paper mâché masquerade mask which gives clues of Mrs. D’s other teaching 
focus—Drama. It takes over a third of the wall space. Mrs. D confesses that the room is usually 
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really messy with piles of things everywhere (Ms. D, 2017). There is a cleaning station for 
tidying up "sometimes we get into the work and I forget to get them to clean up,” admits Mrs. 
D. "and it gets messier as the day goes on.” She says that the room is even worse when a TTOC 
comes in after being away. The classroom looks like a bomb has gone off. (Ms. D, 2017). 
The atmosphere in the classroom makes the space different from a Socials or a Math 
classroom. Ms. D is at ease in her room “I like to keep it as casual as possible while keeping 
within the basic rules.” Mrs. D admits "Art isn’t just about drawing”. Mrs. D’s classroom is all 
about process. Fridays are fun where there are art challenges; there is team building and 
students are challenged to make something together—like a tower out of spaghetti (Ms. D, 
2017). Mrs. D is trying to bring competitive collaboration into the Art room: team building, 
creative thinking, and problem solving. Mrs. D likes her room colorful, so she has the students 
put up their work regularly. (Ms. D, 2017). "The arts remind us of what life can be at its most 
vital.” (Eisner, 2002, p.203). 
Each semester begins with basic training of the equipment and protocol; some kids have 
never been in an art studio before. Mrs. D initiates a paint board where the kids are 
encouraged to splatter, smudge, squish, smear the paint off their brush before they clean 
them. (Ms. D, 2017). The paint accumulates on the board to create a collective painting. “It is 
a fun way to clean up and to teach the kids not to waste paint.” (Ms. D, 2017). 
The formation of the desks and proximity of the teacher to the students is indicative of the 
state of education. New curriculum is being introduced and is made visible in the way 
classrooms are being organized. Students facing each other, rather than facing forward to 
the front of the room. Encouraging individualized exploration is standard practice in an Art 
rooms. Student centered learning is the main focus. "All of these processes are intended to 
enhance the learning experience of the young” (Eisner, 2002, p.234). 
What is the uniform for a teacher? How does an educator’s attire influence students, staff, 
and the community? Do people who wear business suits, demand more respect than people 
porting sneakers and a hoodie? Every school is different, and each department will have 
requirements or needs based on the activity. Since Ms. D is a Visual Arts teacher at Merritt 
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Secondary School, her medium defines her uniform. If the job demands are dispersing paints, 
charcoal, or clay that day, then one might choose to wear comfortable, paint-able jeans, not 
Sunday bests. Today, Mrs. D's clothes are comfortable and casual, but clean and appropriate 
for her job. She is hard at work cleaning, sorting, and organizing after a year of classes full of 
students making art. Her attire is relaxed and respectable but is no nonsense and down to 
business. 
From what she is wearing, it is not entirely obvious what Mrs. D does for a living from her 
image in figure 24; Mrs. D is wearing a black apron and a grey sweatshirt. However, there 
are no paint stains that would offer a clearer view into what Mrs. D actually does. Discerning 
from her clothing and hands, she could occupy several types of positions, though more likely 
a physical job or trade. The apron is a clue, with a red "Panthers” logo supporting the school 
team, and if you look close enough, the bib says "Visual Arts” underneath. The truth is, 
teachers don’t simply teach; there is so much more to the job then just that: planner, 
organizer, manager, supplies orderer and manager, maintenance, facilitator, disciplinarian, 
psychologist, dictator, accountant, judge, assessor, problem solver, negotiator, curator, 
adjudicator, leader, cleaner, and purveyor of information, among other things, depending on 
the subject. Mrs. D does everything. 
When first looking at Mrs. D’s portrait, her red hair is one of the first things you notice. 
Reaching just past her shoulders, her hair catches the light with several different tones of 
reds, oranges, and vermilions. Her hair looks vibrant and full of life, yet gentle and fresh. 
Naturally viewers are drawn to eyes in a portrait; Mrs. D’s are welcoming with gentle creases 
in the corners. The creases compliment her smile and hint at her age. Mrs. D's shoulders 
further the assumption that she is relaxed and calm. Her hands are in prayer position but on 
an angle. Her facial expression doesn't suggest that she is praying, her eyes are open and 
engaged with the viewer, she is giving a sincere smile. Mrs. D looks like she is having a warm 
discussion with her viewer, perhaps convincing and concluding her point. Or she could be 
cleaning her hands, dusting them off after a long day, long year of giving her all to her 
subjects. Her hands aren’t dainty, they look useful and well worked, but not overly so. They 
have paint on the tips—burnt sienna. Perhaps she is in the thralls of a personal project or 
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testing ideas for a class assignment. Whatever the activity, she seems to enjoy it. She is 
actively engaged and passionate. Her eyes sparkle effervescently inviting you to join in on 
her enthusiasm “the importance of wide-awakeness, of awareness of what it is to be in this 
world” (Greene, 1995, p.35). 
Mrs. D teaches Drama as well as Art. When she started teaching Drama, she was a bit scared 
at first—she had never taught Drama before and didn't have any formal training. (Ms. D, 
2017). However, after five years, Mrs. D really enjoys teaching Drama, she exclaims “Drama 
is a real break from Art. In comparison, Art is very individual, whereas Drama is really fun.” 
 
Figure 28 Donna Usher, Drama Room Stage, 2017 
Figure 28 shows Mrs. D’s Drama side. “It’s not at all like Art classes where there is calm, kids 
are sitting there working on their individual pieces. Drama is totally different. The class is 
just crazy, we play fun games, it’s go-go-go! Time goes by super-fast in Drama. I really enjoy 
a change” Mrs. D confesses that she is not a Drama specialist, after five years of experience, 
she still wouldn’t call herself a Drama specialist. (Ms. D, 2017). 
There are some days Mrs. D wishes her classes could just open a book, turn to page six and 
go from there. (Ms. D, 2017). When she comes back to Art from Drama, she is able to breathe 
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and catch up a little, since Drama is about being on your toes. Visual Arts are not like that. 
However, “there are some Arts classes that just come in and get to work and it almost feels 
that you are interrupting them” (Ms. D, 2017). Ms. D feels most at home in the Art studio. 
When artwork goes up in the hallways, the students are in awe of the accomplishments and 
gain respect for the process (Ms. D, 2017). "When emphasis is placed on interpretation in art 
programs, student art takes on new significance as a rich resource for visual learning.” 
(Blatherwick, 2011, p. 101). For some, this hallway art show is the first time they have 
participated in an exhibition. "However, not everything needs to be so precious, that it has 
to be framed and put up.” explains Mrs. D. “The process is just as important, and not 
everything is going to be a picture-perfect polished piece.” “personalization of space is an 
important factor in the formation of an individual’s identity and sense of self-worth.” (Barrett 
et al. 2015, p.30). Mrs. D creates an inclusive space that acknowledges and celebrates student 
learning. 
Over fifty percent of the students at Merritt Secondary School are First Nations (Merritt 
Secondary School/About, n.d.), many of their parents have not had a positive school 
experience. (Ms. D, 2017). For the majority of the kids, the attitude of their parents is that 
school is something to "get through”. (Ms. D, 2017). Overall, there isn’t a lot of value on the 
Arts. “People take art, because they are good at it, or Art is an easy elective”. Mrs. D continues 
“the community doesn't encourage their kids to be better at art, or to have a better 
awareness of art. Parents don’t value the Arts because they don't think it will make money, 
so students take Sciences. In Merritt, the Arts are only studied by school kids and retirees” 
(Ms. D, 2017). There is a new retiree population in Merritt who are advocates for the Arts, 
this new demographic may change the attitudes towards the Arts (Ms. D, 2017). Eisner noted 
(2002, p. 233) “the direction that learning should take is, in turn influenced by the population 
attending a school and by local circumstances of time and location.”  
Mrs. D believes that Merritt needs more positive media coverage about the Arts. “They need 
to hear that there are jobs in the Arts,” implores Mrs. D, “where people can be creative in this 
world, the Arts help foster creative thinking and problem solving. The community needs to 
learn how to appreciate and value the Arts beyond the potential pay cheque. And that starts 
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in the Merritt Secondary School Visual Arts room.” (Ms. D, 2017). Can there be more buy in 
to the Arts if there were more tangible employment opportunities? 
The school administration supports the perspectives of the community, and thus, more 
emphasis goes toward Sciences and less support is given to the Arts (Ms. D, 2017). Mrs. D 
professes that “it can be frustrating to not have the support from the administration and 
fellow colleagues. Staff members designates classes as ‘academic’ and ‘non-academic’". 
“Though there is an academic aspect to the Arts, students have to think and use their brains 
to create art.” (Ms. D, 2017). “Let me know how you can do Art, or Drama or Photography 
without a brain”. Mrs. D wants to change negative attitudes toward the Arts in her community 
starting with respectful titles.  
“When I walk into my classroom, I always think that I need to spend more time organizing: I 
need to get that artwork up, change that bulletin board.” (Ms. D 2017) “Do list a few things... 
There are so many jobs to do to make the class a better place.” There is always something 
going on, according to Mrs. D. as she explains while she organizes her desk. She encourages 
students to peer teach steps to other students, often several projects are running at once. “I 
am someone who always wants to do a better job. But there isn’t always time." Mrs. D 
confesses. 
At the end of each year, Mrs. D tries do something different to make changes and improve 
her practice and the use of the space. “I like the classroom to inspire students, so I put up 
artwork and sayings that I think will be inspiring” (Ms. D, 2017). Each year is different. One 






Figure 29 Donna Usher, Ms. M, 2017 
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Ms. M’s Classroom 
 
Figure 30 Donna Usher, Ms. M’s Classroom, 2017 
 “I love passing on my passion and skills for Dance” 
Ms. M 
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Ms. M’s Story 
The drive to Gladstone Secondary School began with a deluge of traffic flowing along the 
main highway number One artery and into the city through speeding ventricles and ending 
on a quiet tree lined side street. Gladstone is a public school named after the four-time Prime 
Minister of Great Britain, William Ewart Gladstone (1868 to 1894). (School District #39 
Vancouver/Gladstone/School History, n.d.). The school was intended to be built in 1920, but 
the Depression halted the construction until thirty years later. Now, it seems so strange for 
a high school in Vancouver British Columbia to be named after a British leader, but the world 
was a much different place when the school was finally built in 1950. Canada was dependent 
on the UK Parliament until 1982. 
Historically, the East side of Vancouver was an affordable and ethnically diverse area; it has 
been home for lower income working class people. Though due to the rapid increase in 
housing prices and gentrification, the community is changing (East Vancouver— Wikipedia, 
2006). Gladstone Secondary School has suffered consequently: many new families are 
shipping their kids to more affluent catchment areas on the West side where taxes are higher, 
there are more programs, more opportunities, and the schools have better reputations as a 
result (Ms. M, personal conversation, June 2017). Gladstone’s enrollment has declined and 
because of that, the School Board has threatened to shut it down several times. This threat 
puts a significant stress on the staff and school at large. Remaining students and staff fight to 
keep the school alive. 
Gladstone is situated in a lovely, lush location; there are large maple trees lining the 
perimeter, and well-established shrubs and bushes. It was green and quiet. Gladstone is an 
old school boxy building with a flat roof, large old wooden paned glass windows, and grey 
brick exterior. There are a few stairs that step up to two sets of large double doors with floor 
to ceiling windows. 
Inside, the school was quiet; the halls were empty. School’s out for the year, classes are 
finished. There are remnants from the year, signs what happened; posters from school 
fundraisers, events, sports team rallies, notices for locker clean up. The hallway architecture 
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gives clues of how the space is occupied when full of kids: wide corridors to accommodate 
hordes of students, hundreds of lockers lining the walls, industrial railings, multi stall 
washrooms, water fountains, Grad composite photos from previous years line the hall. The 
decor is dated, vintage institutional retro-education green. The hallways are quite dark 
because of all doors are closed to classrooms that are silent and vacant. 
I found the office near the front door. The staff was busy, lost in year-end piles. I seemed to 
be an unexpected irritation, like a fly sneaking in. But they attended to me officiously and 
called my next volunteer. Ms. M seemed laid back and nonchalant, almost to the point of 
indifference. Perhaps also finding my visit a bit of an inconvenience—perhaps she would 
rather be attending to the year-end debris. Perhaps she wishes she was on summer holidays 
already. However, during my photo session and interview with her, Ms. M was 
accommodating and attentive. 
Walking through the old institutional classroom door is like time traveling from the 50's to 
present day. Although the Dance studio is in the basement of the school, it’s fresh, bright, and 
modern. The room opens up and is expansive; it is long and narrow with a row of mirrors 
along one wall which reflect the light from the facing wall of windows. Along the entire length 
of the room runs a ballet bar bracketed between the windows. The classroom (figure 30) is 
bright in the afternoon as it faces westward; in the morning light is indirect and more 
subdued. At the end of the room, there are more mirrors and cupboards and drawers, with 
trophies lined up above. A second door leads to the office and changing rooms. There are 
posters of Dance terminology pasted above the mirrors. The ceiling is checkered with 
florescent lights and white panels, and posters of famous dancers pepper the walls. 
Substantial speakers are mounted in two corners above the doors—look like they could easily 
fill the space with sound. The only furniture on the clean, grey floor is one single chair with 
wheels; there are no desks. 
After over twelve years of teaching there, Ms. M still loves her Dance studio at Gladstone 
Secondary School (personal communication, June 2017). She enjoys the bright space, the 
sprung Marley floor, the cupboards and storage. "The Dance department has gone through a 
few transformations.” (Ms. M, 2017) When the room was originally designated for Dance, 
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there weren’t many options for the classroom space, but the department was thankful for 
some sort of specialized accommodation. Then the program needed more room, so two 
classrooms were merged into one long room, "it ought to be a space infused by the kind of 
imaginative awareness that enables those involved to imagine alternative possibilities for 
their own becoming and their group’s becoming" (Greene 1995, p.39). 
The Dance class is an open space; there are no desks, chairs. The floor is the main feature 
and is swept clean each day, sometimes several times per day to start fresh. Anything can 
happen in the Dance classroom, formations and movement of students are not restricted to 
the organization of desks. Each class offers a new potential. Art stresses a holistic education 
by infusing the arts throughout intended learning experiences (Irwin, 2011, p.14). 
The ceiling height was lowered for sound proofing which restricts vertical movement in the 
studio. It had to be insulated between floors which compromised the height, making it harder 
for students to stand on shoulders and do lifts (Ms. M, 2017). Ms. M continues, “students now 
have to practice vertical movement in the auditorium where the ceiling is very high”. 
However, Dance classes want the music loud, therefore sound proofing was necessary in 
order to keep the peace between the classrooms. “The ceiling can also be important in 
improving the acoustic quality of the classroom. It is the biggest surface in the room, and it 
stays flat and relatively untouched. The installation of a false ceiling with acoustic tiles can 
often be effective.” (Barrett et al. 2015, p.25). 
The department put a great deal of effort to fundraise for a sprung floor. “There isn't a lot of 
money in the community, so it's challenging to ask for more” (Ms. M, 2017). The Dance 
department was exceptionally motivated, because it is an important aspect of student safety 
in the dance studio; "it's not safe without the sprung floor” Ms. M emphasized. (Ms. M, 2017). 
Sprung floors are essential for dance to absorb shock and to give energy return. They are an 
essential element to reduce injuries that may result from repeated impact or falls. "Schools 
and teachers have legal responsibilities to ensure the health and safety of students in their 
care. Such legislation shapes how you will determine your curriculum for your classroom, 
how you maintain and organize your classroom, and how you will manage supplies and 
organize activities." (Sinner, 2011, p. 84). 
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Dance studio must-haves were the mirrors, changerooms, and classroom storage (Ms. M, 
2017). Kids used to change behind curtains; "juggling the changing rooms was comical,” 
noted Ms. M. "talk about classroom feuds and squabbles! It's a beautiful space now.” Though 
Ms. M wishes that the classroom was more square—the classroom is really narrow. “On the 
upswing however, the room is nice and long, students can practice jumps and long lines. 
When we move to the auditorium, we have to adjust the spacing accommodate to the space 
and the shape of the theatre. There are spatial challenges, but the space works well for the 
day-to-day routine” (Ms. M, 2017). 
Recently, the school population declined from 1,500 to under 1,000 students. (Ms. M, 2017). 
Now there are empty classrooms that would be more ideal for Dance. An Art room and the 
old shop room remain empty; they would have been better spaces for the Dance program. 
Resources and adaptations have been invested into the current room, so there is no 
possibility to move now (Ms. M, 2017). 
The shrinking population at Gladstone is a growing concern for the teachers at Gladstone, 
admits Ms. M. The school has been threatened closure more than once, which weighs heavily 
on whole the community. Students, staff, families, and local neighbours have rallied together 
to fight for the survival of Gladstone Secondary School. (Smyth, 2016, https:// the province. 
com). Although the housing prices in the area are increasing dramatically, new affluent 
families still chose to commute to West Side schools. 
When student enrollment goes down, funding decreases. Financial pressures fester within 
the community which challenges morale. Although Gladstone's award-winning Dance 
program is flourishing with full classes, dynamic shows, awards, and hundreds of student 
success stories, it is under the gun. (Dix, 2016, https://www.straight.com). It is the largest 
high school Dance program in the city, giving free dance education to over 200 kids who 
cannot afford classes in studios. This unique program offers an array of dance styles: ballet, 
tap, ballroom, Latin, contemporary, hip-hop, African, Bollywood, jazz, musical theatre. The 
dance program is a saving grace for Gladstone, an incentive to retain the school (Dix, 2016, 
https://www.straight.com). 
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Gladstone's Dance program is popular, because it is free public education, whereas private  
Dance programs are expensive. (Ms. M, 2017). For the past three years, numbers have been 
up to 35 students in the class, but such numbers are not safe in limited classroom space. 
There have been up to 10 students with special needs in Ms. M's Dance class. It can be very 
challenging for all kids—hard to give adaptations and extra instruction to accommodate all 
students. Crowded classrooms compromise everyone. But now class sizes are being lowered 
to under 30 with a limited number of students with special needs. Smaller class sizes are 
much better for the whole group (Ms. M, 2017). 
 
Figure 31 Donna Usher, Popular Dance Program, 2017 
Frustration and fatigue is evident in Ms. M’s physicality from years of scratching and digging 
to build her program (figure 29), to now fighting to desperately to hang on. It must be 
wearisome to keep the momentum. From her portrait, her white tank top looks like Ms. M is 
quite casual and her posture gives off an easy-going appearance. She is well composed: 
smiling, hair tidy, even complexion, shoulders back. Though her shoulders look forced like 
she is tired, but making herself appear positive for the camera, but her body isn’t convinced. 
Based on our conversation, her body language tells the truth. Her eyes reveal stress and 
exhaustion. It could be from the end of the year; the last ounce of energy drained to facilitate 
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student learning. There is no doubt Ms. M is committed to teaching Dance. Her uniform is a 
white tank top and black dance tights; she looks like a dancer. Though she looks ready for a 
restful break to restore her energy levels to start again. Her smile is a bit forced, her tank top 
is wearing thin, and her shoulders are not quite defeated. 
When there is such uncertainty—one more year? three? five? It would be discouraging to 
invest time and effort to build a program, only to have it torn down, or even just threatened 
to be demolished. How vulnerable and helpless one would feel. And to have to continually 
defend your program takes focus and attention away from the teaching, learning and the 
students which is already an enormous job. 
When Ms. M began teaching, she taught French full time in Salmo British Columbia. Dance 
began as a club, because Ms. M loved Dance (personal communication with Ms. M, June 
2017). After a year, Dance was added to the B.C. curriculum and Dance was officially added 
to the timetable at the Secondary School in Salmo. It was one of the first Dance programs in 
a public school. (Ms. M, 2017) Four years later, Ms. M returned to Vancouver to further her 
education with a Master's in Dance Education at the University of British Columbia. Ms. M 
wanted to bring more Dance to public schools. Once at Gladstone teaching French, Ms. M 
started the second Dance program in the city initiating a Dance club and then slowly added 
classes each year as it became more popular (Ms. M, 2017). Now Ms. M teaches Dance full 
time at Gladstone and her classes are full. 
Ms. M prefers teaching Dance over French, even though it is way harder. "I love passing on 
my passion and skills for Dance.” Ms. M declares. “Dance consumes way more time. It’s a huge 
amount of work seven days a week: choreography, planning, shopping, sewing costumes, 
selecting music.” There are conflicts in group projects, and classroom dynamics and 
interactions. Sometimes there are tears in the changing room. (Ms. M, 2017). Tender egos 
and hurt feelings puddle in the change room floor. Even so, Ms. M still loves teaching Dance, 







Figure 32 Donna Usher, Ms. B, 2017 
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Ms. B’s Classroom 
 
Figure 33 Donna Usher, Ms. B’s Classroom, 2017 
“Observation is all about 
where your focus is 




Ms. B’s Story 
My schedule took me from an aging inter-urban diminishing "have-not-much” school, to a 
young growing school with many "haves"; the juxtaposition between Gladstone and 
Southridge was quite dramatic. Driving to Southridge was a traffic laden experience heading 
from downtown Vancouver on a beautiful sunny afternoon. Bumper to bumper cars inched 
through the tunnel along highway #91. Upon arrival at Southridge, there is a long palatial 
driveway that leads visitors through campus. The site looks like a small university, not a 
Grade One to Twelve private school. The building is faced with clean and crisp contemporary 
red brick and large windows. There are beautiful grand double doors to welcome arrivals 
with the school name and crest carved deeply into the wood. Once you enter the building, 
there is an open modern reception area complete with attendants happy to great visitors. 
While I waited, I noticed the art display of student work proudly and professionally exhibited 
in the front foyer. The work was created by senior Visual Arts students. 
Southridge School is a privately funded a Kindergarten to Grade 12 school in South Surrey, 
British Columbia. (Southridge School/Our Story, n.d.). The school was originally founded by 
a former headmaster of St. Georges School, an exclusive private education institution for 
boys in Vancouver. He organized a small group of parents who wanted an alternative from 
public education to plan and develop a new private school in White Rock. A teacher’s strike 
in British Columbia gave the final motivation to start developing the new school. 
Today, Southridge is well established. Parents pay for their children to attend, students wear 
uniforms, and have focused activities, smaller classes, enriched curriculum, student-centred 
learning, IB (International Baccalaureate), Advanced Placement opportunities, travel, 
leadership, outdoor education, and culture. Southridge has the potential of being an 
educational utopia. Parents play a large part in the philosophy and decision making of the 
school, and there is still a core group of the founding board of directors actively participating 
in the advisory committee. The board of directors have significant influence on the planning 
and philosophy of Southridge, they oversee a substantial amount of the operations. 
(Southridge School/Our Story, n.d.). 
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Ms. B arrived to greet me then escorted me to her domain. The classroom has a long hallway 
leading in with an office to the left. Books and artwork line the corridor. 
 
Figure 34 Donna Usher, Entrance to Ms. B’s room 2017 
The entrance in figure 34 was bursting with art educational resources, inspirations, 
remnants of previous efforts, explorations, and creative endeavors. There is a separate Grade 
12 Arts studio which the younger students covet, and a dedicated clay room. The hallway 
opens to a beautiful bright arts creation space. Collections of previous years’ works surround 
the classroom. Before Ms. B started at Southridge, the classroom looked like a lab, Ms. B 
recalled. The previous teacher wore a lab coat, and the desks were arranged in rows. Now 
desks trace the perimeter of the room facing inward toward the centre. Although there is a 
raised teacher demonstration desk, Ms. B coaches the students from the centre of the room. 
She has a rollie chair to glide from student to student. It’s more of a creative space now. 
(personal communication, June 2017). 
Large windows let natural light in all day long to give the feeling of working en plien air an 
openness like being with nature. “Rooms from which pupils can view nature seem 
preferable. This includes natural elements such as grass, gardens, ponds, and trees”. (Barrett 
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et al. 2015, p.26). Industrial glass doors open up to a bright, south facing courtyard to 
encourage students to take it outside and work in a protected, covered area. 
The classroom (figure 33) is not large, it is intimate. At Southridge, there are limited class 
sizes of eighteen students, so a large classroom isn't necessary; smaller classes offer more 
focused attention and easy access to the teacher. Private schools are designed to provide 
high caliber education with luxurious levels of learning and instruction. "Layout of classroom 
may need to be reconsidered if you are in a school designed for smaller class sizes." (Sinner, 
2011, p. 86). 
 
Figure 35 Donna Usher, Organized Materials, 2017 
High quality education at Southridge is not just about one to one teacher time, Southridge is 
also about the facilities, programs, materials, and access (figure 35). Southridge has an 
exciting variety of programs and opportunities for students to choose from. (Ms. B, 2017). 
The facilities are deluxe, and the programs are solid. Ms. B admits that she is spoiled with 
facilities and class sizes and an Arts assistant to help maintain the classroom, equipment, 
exhibitions, and Ms. B notes that it is not the real world, even though there is lots of financial 
support at Southridge, “Education in a business model is tough; being an educator in a 
business model is tough." The teachers at Southridge have lots of responsibility to provide 
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high level instruction and go above and beyond standard expectations. (Ms. B, 2017). There 
is good reason that it costs parents many thousands of dollars each term. (Ms. B, 2017). Good 
education is expensive. “Southridge is all business; it selects kids based on money and 
ability...” admits Ms. B. “All students are here because they have money. You are not allowed 
in if you don’t have money and if you don’t pass the test." (Ms. B, 2017). 
Stresses are different between public and private schools, acknowledges Ms. B. Students 
generally need the teacher more in public schools, so teachers are emotionally drained at the 
end of the year. (Ms. B, 2017). In a private school, it takes longer to develop a connection 
with students. Even though the school is process based, the pressure is on perfection, 
achievement, and the final product. There is a great demand on teachers and students to 
produce high quality work. (Ms. B, 2017). Sometimes students take work to an art training 
studio to make sure the results meet high quality private school expectations. Ms. B struggles 
with this when the work is submitted, because the student's style often becomes very 
different from what they create in class. (Ms. B, 2017). 
The demands from Southridge school can be visualized in the portrait of Ms. B. Her chin is 
up with eyebrows raised scrutinizing and judging. This gesture suggests the validation 
aspect to her role as a leader and educator as she constantly questions the authenticity of 
student’s work. Is she judging us? Although she is small in frame, she is looking down slightly. 
"Observation is all about where your focus is and how your brain responds.” Ms. B declared. 
Does she assess constantly? Ms. B's gaze is perceptive, sharp, and alert, indicative of stress 
from high standards of private school teaching. Her eyes are present, but thinking of 
thousands of ideas, hundreds of years in the past while anticipating the future. Ms. B loves 
teaching Art "I always have ideas swirling around in my head. I can have my idea realized by 
the students and I get 18 versions of my idea. I love it. So exciting.” (Ms. B, 2017). She is 
thoughtful, contemplative with a mind full of concerns, resources, and lists of things to do. 
Ms. B stands confident and alert (figure 32); her back is straight and shoulders back. She is 
on her toes and on top of her game. Her posture confirms that she is convicted and stands by 
her rules, she is a no-nonsense person, and she is proud. She has to be, as Ms. B teaches at a 
private school and has many demands. The glasses on her head show that she is ready to 
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look closely and investigate, but she doesn’t need them all the time. She is a mature teacher 
with many years of experience. 
There is also an ease and confidence to her expression potentially from the luxury of teaching 
in a private school and having a studio assistant. Though Ms. B’s brow is gently furrowed, 
and has laugh lines outlining the corners of her mouth—ripples from the past—she has a 
sense of humour, she is keenly observant, and she takes note. She holds onto some things, 
but she can let go. "I never thought I would be an art teacher” Ms. B confesses, “but I am 
content, happy and stimulated. I am an art teacher, and I am an artist.” (Ms. B, 2017). Although 
Ms. B is petite, she is fierce and confident; she’s well educated and secure in her knowledge 
of Visual Arts and Education. 
Her chosen uniform veils a distinct identity. The colourful batik blouse alludes to an artful 
occupation where autonomy and creative professionalism is encouraged. The slightly off 
shoulder top shows a warmth and casual individual, though she’s no slouch. There’s a layer 
underneath, so it is not revealing. It’s purposeful. She needs room to move, to be free flowing 
and expressive. The intricately patterned fabric is sophisticated with a flair for culture, yet 
practical for an Art class—if you get a splash of paint on it, it might go un-noticed. She’s 
connected, interested in a world beyond suburbia. Without having been directed to adopt 
any particular expression, Ms. B. embodies some je ne sais quoi aspects of the Mona Lisa. 
Comparing Ms. B to the famed portrait's smile: it’s not quite a smile, not quite a laugh, not 
quite a frown. Mona’s mouth is resting softly, whereas Ms. B is not relaxed. Both capture 
thoughtful looks; they both know something about something. They have stories to tell or 
are holding back something. Mona appears to be looking at something or someone. Ms. B. is 
almost looking past us, thinking about something, or all sorts of things all at once; that’s what 
teachers do. The expression of the contemporary portrait is more direct, confrontational, 







Figure 36 Donna Usher, Mrs. F, 2016
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Mrs. F’s Classroom 
 
Figure 37 Donna Usher, Ms. F’s Classroom, 2017 
“They are only in Grade 2 once;  
 I want it to be wonderful.” 
Mrs. F
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Mrs. F’s Story 
The Langley Fine Arts School is nestled in the sleepy little residential neighborhood of Fort 
Langley. When you arrive at the school, you would never suspect that it is a Fine Arts school. 
The building looks like any other single level school built in 1965 with a simple flat roof 
design. There is nothing from the front view that would hint the high caliber, high energy 
Arts education other than the signage at the front. When you walk in the double institutional 
school doors, you can hear it, see it, smell the Arts; they surround and infuse your senses. 
Anyone who enters Mrs. Fs Grade Two classroom can learn something from it (figure 37). 
The room is packed with pedagogy from floor to ceiling: notice the incredible organization 
of resources, walls of learning, ideas dangle from the ceiling, foundations, every inch is 
meaningful. “Creating something new is not accomplished by intellect, but by the play 
instinct acting from inner necessity." (Nachmanovitch, 1990, p. 41). 
One hundred bright yellow tennis balls are attached to the feet of all the chairs in Mrs. Fs 
classroom; those yellow balls initially inspired this inquiry. The balls polka dot all around 
the floor in uniformed rows. They reduce noise and friction in the room; the tennis balls 
soften resistance so the chairs can move more easily and quietly, and they look fun, quirky 
and cheerful. Easy, quiet slide is the philosophy for Mrs. Fs room; she works hard to create 
an inspiring atmosphere where the occupants easily flow in the swirl of exploration, 
inspiration, and big ideas (Eisner 2002). Although the atmosphere is fun and colourful, it is 
also businesslike, with routines, the physical space is created to be efficient and productive 
to provide a non-disruptive learning place. (Danielson 1996). 
There is no real estate without purpose. Every square inch is a learning opportunity either 
proudly showcased in the room or stored away for later use. "How a teacher interacts with 
his or her students matters, as do the choices of inquiry and curricular strategies, the 
relationships between students, the individual and shared attributes of all participants, and 
the environment and physical set-up of the classroom.” (Fels & Belliveau, 2008, p. 25). It is all 
displayed on the walls traditional A, B, Cs and 1, 2, 3s, along with days of the week, months of 
the year visuals, vocabulary. You can learn at a glance. But also, there is the cozy corner with 
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the twinkly “Twirly Tree” lights creating a calm atmosphere for story time (figure 38). The 
desks are arranged in pods to help keep order and to encourage student centered learning. 
Each child has their own organizer pouch on their chair with their name. Maintaining order 
in a class of Grade 2s is so important; the class could so easily slip into chaos and 
pandemonium. 
 
Figure 38 Donna Usher, Mrs. Fs Twinkly Twirly Tree, 2016 
By looking around the classroom, you learn something. You can tell who is learning, what 
they are learning, how they learn. Take note of the way the learning resources are organized: 
there is order, every item is purposeful and important, everything is intentional, and has a 
place. The room is bursting with potential inspiration to lay the foundations for everything 
else to follow, "students, teacher, environment, context, and frameworks of curricular 
engagement and interpersonal relationship—can be understood as a complex learning 
system.” (Fels & Belliveau, 2008, p. 25) ... "the classroom is itself a learner." Years of learning 
has been invested into the classroom organization to inspire learning for years to come. 
The cozy checkered rocking chair, with red cushion, beneath the twinkle tree is all part of 
the magical learning experience "the arts go well beyond making visible the visible; they also 
tell us something about how places and relationships feel.” (Eisner 2002, p.12). There is a 
thematic corner that changes regularly; at this time, it is Anne of Green Gables. Seasonal 
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white doves, and large red flowers created by the students dangle from the ceiling. Although 
each work is the same shape, each contribution has been adapted by the individual artist, 
giving their personal interpretation of the seasonal event (figure 40). Early on, students learn 
about the importance of showcasing their work and the learning potential of the responses. 
(Blatherwick, 2011). 
 
Figure 39 Donna Usher, Seasonal Visual Learning Aids, 2016 
There is daily order and organization to help students keep focused. Students know what to 
expect each day: Wednesday morning is journaling with a purpose and Big Ideas, Fridays are 
magic lamp day; students remember and ask for the lamp to be turned on. This is a safe class 
where students learn from their mistakes. There's a "Wrinkled Heart” corner where students 
can go to dispute conflicts and work through them to resolve struggles, and hurt feelings 
have multi-coloured band-aides. (Mrs. F, 2016). Students understand that not everything 
goes one way; learning can be a lot of fun, but it can be messy, and difficult, (personal 
communication with Mrs. F, November 2016). 
This classroom is a place where learning is celebrated. The way the desks are arranged 
shows the dynamics of the class, the philosophy of the teacher and the approximate period 
when the classroom exists. Although there is order in the way the desks are arranged, they 
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are not in neat rows. There is no front of the class. Each corner, wall, or ceiling can be the 
focus at any given time. “Small shifts or variations in the physical environment, classroom 
rituals, pedagogical habits of engagement, curriculum strategies, actions, or the relationships 
between participants can result in significantly different or unexpected learning 
experiences.” (Fels & Belliveau, 2008, p. 26) “Simply moving the desks into a circular 
formation will influence the learning environment.” Students are encouraged to personalize 
their own learning; the focus is not on the teacher, but on the individual. The class shows this 
new way of pedagogy. Although classrooms have been organized in different ways in recent 
years, this new way of learning is exemplified in the layout. The desks are all a little different 
too, the pods are also not exactly the same. There is equality in each chair pouch, but the 
organization within is not alike. Blue plastic chairs with shiny stainless-steel legs are 
indicative of the era: they are durable, inexpensive, simple, light, easy to stack, and are 
available in several sizes. 
Learning is not just about desks, chairs, books, visual organizers, shelves, and storage bins; 
though the classroom is an important entity in creating order and a safe place to learn. Mrs. 
F creates a place of wonder. "The development of artistic and creative maturity of the 
educator can be the single most enabling factor affecting creative development among young 
learners." (Kelly 2011, p47). 
To the student, the classroom becomes the home base and safety zone. Students learn the 
organizational systems quickly. The structures and routines give confidence, a consistent 
assurance that the teacher is competent and in control. Students are encouraged and 
enthusiastic to learn. You look around the classroom and can't help but to learn something. 
Meeting Mrs. F, you know that the students will be in good hands. The room is a place of 
comfort, Mrs. F adds the heart. The classroom becomes the universe, the mecca, the temple 
for the young learners. 
Mrs. F embodies this classroom through the sparkle, systems, colours, purpose, enthusiasm, 
and imagination. The classroom is a self-portrait. “The process of art making is honored as a 
location where learning happens.” (Cooley, 2011, p50). You get a picture of what kind of 
person Mrs. F is and she is glad to share her room with visitors. 
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From first impressions from Mrs. F’s portrait (figure 36), she has a big, ear to ear, full smile. 
Her smile is so big, it takes up most of her face. Mrs. F’s spirit is bright and effervescent. Her 
eyes are sharp, clear and joyful. She has a youthful aura; her blonde hair extends past her 
shoulders and is pulled back off her face. Through her glasses, you can clearly see the creases 
in corners of her eyes from years of smiling and teaching. Her outfit is more mature, elegant 
and respectable, but not necessarily what you expect from an elementary teacher. 
In the photo, her smile is fierce, as if she is trying to convince herself that she is happy. Maybe 
Mrs. F is used to trying to persuade others that she is happy; and to encourage others (her 
students) to be happy too. The smile theory: when you raise the corners of your mouth, it 
makes you feel happier. Smiles are contagious to others also. If Mrs. F is smiling, perhaps her 
students will be more consistently happy and positive. However, her smile seems genuine. 
Mrs. F is looking directly at the viewer; she’s confident and addressing her audience. She 
confronts us, but in a welcoming way. Her head is tilted in a cute and enthusiastic pose. She’s 
leaning forward a little, almost slouching as if ducking, dodging under something, or 
crouching down to speak to someone smaller. Even though, there aren't any little people 
around, she still embodies her ways of communicating with them. It is evident that Mrs. F 
puts her whole self into teaching: giving all of herself even when her little ones are not 
around. “I teach because I search, because I question, and because I submit myself to 
questioning." (Freire, 1998, p. 15). Every fibre of Mrs. F embodies teaching, illuminated in 
the way she holds herself. 
Mrs. F looks youthful and energetic. Maybe she is telling herself that she has energy. After a 
full day of making decisions, directions, instructions, inspiring big ideas for busy little minds 
who question, explore, interact, ask, grow, experiment, and distract, it would be difficult to 
still be smiling. There is a constant smear of little hands, and size 11C shoes running, dodging, 
swirling. After long hours of working with six-year-old children, going from zero to sixty in 
thirty seconds, keeping them busy and engaged, a normal person would be wiped by the end 
of each and every day. Even though Mrs. F's positivity seems genuine; perhaps she’s 
convincing herself. Is she trying to influence herself and her young students, fellow staff 
members, parents; if her students feed off of her and adopt her energy and enthusiasm, 
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perhaps they will be excited too? Hers is a reciprocal effervescence. Even when her feet ache 
after a day of shepherding little beings and shaping young minds, she keeps smiling. 
When Mrs. F was young, she used to play “school” with her friends and siblings. (Mrs. F, 
2016). As the first of five girls, her siblings were her pupils to practice teaching during her 
whole young life. "Learning happens through performative inquiry as we bring forth new 
possible worlds through our actions and interactions” (Fels & Belliveau, 2008, p. 32). Mrs. F 
boasts that she practically had a whole class. Although when she was younger, her teacher 
used to say that it was "harder to teach you than pulling teeth from a whale" (quoted by Mrs. 
F, 2016). That negative attitude inspired Mrs. F to try harder and to make sure she would 
successfully connect with her students. She knew that there was a better way to teach. (Mrs. 
F, 2016). Going into education was an ideal profession for Mrs. F: she has always loved being 
with children, is a natural organizer and a rule maker, and is a positive person (Mrs. F, 2016). 
“At the heart of holistic practice is a belief that we must model what we teach and be 
consistent in our methods.” (Irwin, 2011, p. 14). She is a little bit of everything which is 
perfect for teaching elementary students. Even though she started in Biology and Sciences, 
she has always loved art and art has always been a part of her life (Mrs. F, 2016). She teaches 
Art, but she is not a typical artist. Art enhances student learning in exploring various aspects 
of life (Irwin, 2011). 
Years of performative experience have shaped an intuitive knowing of what expressions, 
intonations, and gestures will be effective for specific moments for young inquiring minds 
and hearts and souls. There are learned understandings, daily lessons for teachers in 
classrooms to figure out the best way to deal with any given situation. Each classroom, 
individual, and interaction is different. As a teacher, it takes time and experience to create a 
holistic environment and learn how to navigate it all. "Mastery comes from practice; practice 
comes from playful compulsive experimentation from a sense of wonder." (Nachmanovitch, 
1990, p.73). These circumstances are situational learning. Teachers cannot simply learn how 
to teach within a university setting; it takes time on the floor to understand the strategies, 
the chess moves, and the expressions that work with which situation. Mrs. F has that 
experience. She knows the expressions that work for those moments. 
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Mrs. F. states that "my biggest challenge is to provide an amazing experience for each of my 
students; they are only in Grade 2 once. I want it to be wonderful” (Mrs. F, 2016). She tries 
to be very careful with her words to influence her students in a positive way and to leave a 
legacy with each of her students to love learning. Mrs. F wants to honour her kids by making 
every moment memorable. "Kids are little sponges, so precious.” Mrs. F loves her job, 
because "it is full of wonder and joy” she exclaims "it is so much fun to make connections 
with the kids” (Mrs. F, 2016). "Good teaching cannot be reduced to technique; good teaching 
comes from the identity and integrity of the teacher” (Palmer, 2011, p.11). Once we connect 
elements of our lives to our practice and bring it into our classroom that is when we become 
“good teachers” (Mrs. F, 2016). 
 






Figure 41 Donna Usher, Ms. K, 2016
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Ms. K’s Classroom 
 
Figure 42 Donna Usher, Ms. K’s Classroom, 2017 
Saying yes to the small things, 




Ms. K’s Story 
Walking into Ms. K’s room was often an overwhelming experience with its layers of colours, 
textures, portraits, butterflies, icons (figure 42). The classroom is so different than any other 
at Langley Fine Arts School or anywhere. Every corner was filled with something to make 
students think and to challenge and encourage creative thinking. Because K taught Creative 
Writing, she often found that she needed to keep it fun and un-academic. There were layers 
of event posters plastered with a variety of fonts, graphics, hues, and tones. “Theories suggest 
that diversity, novelty or a-typicality, introduce visual complexity, which, in turn, affects 
stimulation and arousal.” (Barrett et al. 2015, p. 34). Some shouted at you, others didn’t stand 
out. "Our sensory system becomes a 
means through which we pursue our 
development” (Eisner, 2002, p. 2). It 
was a kaleidoscope of dizzying 
inspiration... whirring with ideas, 
metaphors, and passion... a conduit of, 
history art, and culture. The arts 
encourage us to explore (Eisner, 
2002). 
Ms. K’s classroom was so much more 
than the four walls, ceiling, and a floor. 
It was a Creative Writing exploration space. There were so many lessons learned, and lives 
lived. In this room, there was more than living. In this room there was more than spilling, 
there was pouring, overflowing, dredging, and diving deep within. Writing students lived in 
Ms. K’s soul for two years. "The connections made by good teachers are held not in their 
methods but in their hearts ... as the place where intellect and emotion and spirit and will 
converge in the human self” (Palmer 2011, p. 11). This room was a mind, body, heart, and 
soul experience. "It is through our students’ interactions with us that opportunities are 
created to bring forth possible worlds of learning” (Fels & Belliveau, 2006, p. 28). Writing 
was on the wall, it was also on the ceiling, on the white boards, cupboards, desks, posters, 
Figure 43 Donna Usher, Writing on Rocks, 2018 
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paintings, rocks, cards, all over the 
room (figure 43 is an example of 
writing on the rocks). Someone 
walking into Ms. K’s class for the first 
time might be overwhelmed and not 
know where to look; I often had to 
look down or out the window to 
adjust. This inquiry examines how 
classrooms inform students or 
spectators of the lessons in the 
classroom. What can we learn from simply observing: the 
teaching methodology, the content, philosophy, practice? 
Ms. K’s classroom was the original inspiration for this 
inquiry, because it explodes with her energy and 
enthusiasm (figure 44). "All we can do, I believe is cultivate 
multiple ways of seeing and multiple dialogues in a world 
where nothing stays the same.” (Greene, 1995, p. 16). There 
is never a dull moment in that room, not on the walls, not 
in the minds either. There is no way to be in that room and 
to not be challenged with something: a philosophical quote, 
a whimsical stare from a fake mounted moose head, or a 
kaleidoscope of butterflies fluttering out of one book and into another. But what does it all 
mean? 
The room was a democratic contradiction. The information was offered equally to everyone 
who entered. Though it was facilitated and controlled by the leader. All students were 
encouraged to think for themselves and to "Question Authority” as written boldly on one of 
the displays. However, when students did question the authority of Ms. K, she would 
sometimes shut them down when they would question deadlines and assignments (Ms. K 
n.d). "The setting is filled with opportunities for learning that are not necessarily a part of 
the formal agenda of the field, but are nevertheless important.” (Eisner, 2002, p.235). One of 
Figure 45 Donna Usher, Murray the Moose, 2018 
Figure 44 Donna Usher, Warm Vibes in Ms K's Creative Writing Room, 2016 
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the most obscure items or characters in Ms. K’s classroom was fondly known as Murray the 
Moose, but he was really Buck, a fake plastic taxidermy mounted male deer head. He was a 
prominent fixture in the class, for many years welcoming students with a knowing tilt of his 
head (figure 45).  
"Performative literacy involves recognition of the symbols, metaphors, motivations, and 
agendas embodied in performative environments.” (Fels and Belliveau p. 49). Ms. K saw Buck 
the deer, AKA Murray the Moose in the Save On Foods grocery store and REALLY had to have 
him for her class. After convincing the school, her department, her Writing class, and 
ultimately pitching in herself, Ms. K purchased Murray. Ms. K was so proud of her moose; she 
would often dazzle and delight her students with a lesson from Murray, she loved to shock 
new guests who visited. "The teacher strives for Joyful Learning—the teacher is serious 
about learning. Focuses on what matters most in a subject and ensures the essentials are at 
the core of students’ experiences.” (Tomlinson, 1999, p.32). Murray mattered and created 
fun and exciting learning opportunities for the students. Murray was a five-point male deer 
who sang Willie Nelson country songs, wiggled his ears, and moved his head to the music. He 
also had a microphone for people to project their voice through; his mouth would move to 
the sound of voices as if he were saying the words himself. The function of Murray wasn’t 
necessarily to teach about English, or Writing, he was a creative distraction, diversion, 
offering a different perspective, another possible way to play with students and 
communicate ideas. Murray didn’t have a clear role in the classroom; though he was called 
upon often for emphasis, to tell a story in a different voice, or just for fun. They were a perfect 
team; he would just hang there patiently with his repertoire of songs and ventriloquistic 
abilities, ready and waiting. And Ms. K with her spontaneity and determination for 
spectacular ways to inspire a lesson was eager to invite the moose to join in. Students would 
be encouraged to invite Murray to play in learning activities. He would perform on command 
when the moment was right, Murray would say the darndest things with Ms. K on the mic, 
commanding the audience. Ms. K loved to shock innocent victims and see the absolute 
surprise and wonder on their faces. Students were usually enchanted and amused and were 
given the stage themselves to speak through the moose. "Performative inquiry invites the 
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bringing forth of something new: it 
opens a venue for new questioning and 
understanding, and new ways of 
interacting with each other, the 
environment, and the contexts in which 
we live.” (Fels & Belliveau 2006, p.31).  
Ms. K and Murray worked together for 
many years. Murray was a way for Ms. 
K to distract and focus attention. As an 
in the moment type of teacher, she had 
the curriculum ready with years of 
planned units that she could roll off her 
sleeve in a moments’ notice and that 
was how she liked to work. Often, she 
would be inspired by something on the 
wall or in the corner and go with it 
(figure 46). She would alter and abridge 
plans to adapt to any situation. I 
experienced this unpredictability 
several times when we worked 
together. The first time was a complete 
surprise to me. After we had designed a 
whole new unit, we had developed a 
detailed, step by step month long plan 
for our students to collaborate, Ms. K 
switched it up in an instant at the onset 
without consulting me first. It happened 
right in front of the class, improv-like. I 
was derailed, flummoxed, and didn’t  
know how to move forward; the experience was sort of like when you forget your lines for a 
Figure 46 Donna Usher, Boxes of Distractions, 2018 
Figure 48 Donna Usher, Taping Systems, 2018 
Figure 47 Donna Usher, Shaqille O’Neil Soda Cans, 2018 
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play. Ms. K decided in that moment that our plan wasn’t going to work and that the plan had 
to change; so it needed to change now—without any warning, what-so-ever. She grabbed 
one of her boxes of inspiring distractions and started something else completely. Students 
were generally enthusiastic and inspired in her class, so she never hesitated to change up 
her plans when she wanted. I just stood there dazed and confused. No lesson would ever be 
the same twice. She had many props doubling as prospective metaphors and teaching 
prompts. Ms. K stored all manner of containers full of precious things: sparkles, ribbons, 
tattoos, marbles, salt, pepper, words, matches, candy, boxes within boxes, and of course a 
class can- not be complete without googly eyes (figure 46). Ms. K was a passionate, inspired 
teacher, she loved to dazzle and delight her students whenever she could. She would take 
any potentially mundane topic and turn it into something zany and sumptuous. Figure 47 is 
a box of Shaquille O’Neil Soda cans; a complete class set of potential writing prompts. Who 
knows where Shaq will take her students?  
Ms. K was excited about technology and the potentials for her students, but she couldn’t 
remember which parts connected to which device. To keep track all of the technology bits 
and pieces together, she devised a taping system of animal patterns and colour codes for 
wires, cable, cords, card readers, cameras, etc.  (figure 
48). There are so many things to keep track of in the 
classroom!  
And cigar boxes- she used to grab one or two every 
time she went to Commercial Drive. Figure 49 are 
potential metaphors and inspirational prompts. A note 
from former student to Ms. K "I dig out my cigar box 
from you and rummage through it. I love reading the 
sub-par poetry that I find in the box, or scraps I taped 
into my journal.” (personal communication, with Ms. 
K, n.d.).  
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Figure 49 Donna Usher, Cigar Boxes, 2018 
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And there were many precious gems. In a 
letter to Ms. K, a former student wrote: 
"One day, Ms. K came to class and gave us 
each a gem and a piece of wisdom. She 
said that it is important to take a gem 
from everything we do (figure 50). We 
need to find something good in every 
seemingly pointless situation- like sitting 
in a waiting room. She encouraged 
everyone to find a gem in everything.” Ms. 
K’s student still carries her gem with her 
14 years later. Coincidentally, now she works in a high-end jewelry store, (personal 
communication, n.d.). "The teacher links students and ideas creating inspiring connections” 
(Tomlinson, 1999, p. 32). 
When adorning her room, Ms. K had a bold sense of pattern and design (figure 51). Every 
inch was intentional with stories and lessons to encourage thought. Even though everything 
was organized, it was random also, and didn’t necessarily make sense to viewers. But it 
would make people think, “whose task is always to cherish and protect something of the child 
against the world, the world against the child, the new against the old, the old against the 
new.  Exactly for the sake of what is new and revolutionary in every child, education must be 
conservative; it must preserve this 
newness and introduce it as a new thing 
into an old world.” (Arendt, 1952, p. 11). 
Although the lights were often dimmed, 
the classroom continued to energize the 
synapses, thought, questioning something 
about life. It was the inspiration of ideas, 
to challenge students. Younger kids would 
look forward to the day they could be in 
her class.  
Figure 50 Donna Usher, Precious Gems, 2018 




The room invited all sorts of creative 
interactions: there were guitars, 
microphones, a wicked sound system, a 
record player, a piano, quotes, costumes, 
and notice the big red clown shoes in figure 
51 among other things; anything to inspire 
students! Her room was a Creative 
Writing/ English classroom, but the space 
she created was so much more. Could you 
tell that it was a Writing room? Being in Ms. 
K’s classroom might have been much like being in her brain: dark, but brilliant, cluttered, 
overstuffed, opinionated, there was more right brain creative, random and abstract than left.  
And all of those clocks (figures 52 and 53)! There were over a dozen clocks, but no sense of 
time. They are all broken, yet told time with such distinct precision of years. Each clock 
represents a Grad class from the past. Each year, students would sign, and decorate a broken 
clock and put it on the wall. Time and memories would be encapsulated for that class. "The 
built environment is a vast panorama of visual and sensual stimuli. The combinations of 
sights, smells, sounds, and sensations are all indications of how the built environment was 
formed and why and for whom it continues to exist” (Langdon, 2007 p.74). When you went 
into Ms. K’s room, you lost all track of time—and so did she.  
Figure 52 Donna Usher, Grad Clocks, 2018. 
Figure 53 Donna Usher, No Sense of Time, 2018. 
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 The environment is a celebration of place 
and time and process” (Lynch, 1985, p. 
313). There so many quotes all around the 
room (figure 55); she would print them 
out and exquisitely paste each quote onto 
black card stock with even borders. She 
would often incorporate the quotes into 
her teaching. Some were permanently 
attached to the wall; others were on 
magnets and would be pulled out for 
specific exercises. I particularly like that 
she quoted her students. 
On her shelves were stacks and stacks of 
books—Brave New World and 1984 were 
her personal favorites to teach (figure 56). 
Her personal teacher copies were tabbed, 
tagged, underlined, highlighted, noted, 
scribbled. She had many different boxes of 
learning cues to connect the concepts for 
the students.  
Butterflies exploded out of one book 
swirled around the walls and flew into 
another to promote the magic of reading 
(figure 57). Ms. K spent many hours cutting 
out each butterfly, then sticking them on 
the wall one by one with toothpaste. When 
the paste dries, it hardens and sticks, but 
can be washed off afterwards, so it won’t 
wreck the wall. Ms. K was a firm believer 
in the Butterfly Effect from the chaos theory, the phenomenon whereby a tiny change here 
can have large impact somewhere else in the world. "The teacher understands that not all of 
Figure 57 Donna Usher, Butterflies Exploding from Books, 2018 
Figure 55 Donna Usher, Quotes, 2018 
Figure 56 Donna Usher, Stacks of Books, 2018 
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the dreams will be alike, but each student needs big dreams and concrete ways to climb 
them.” (Tomlinson, 1999, p33).   
Senior students, Harriet, Asia, and Mariah left little surprises all around the class for K to find 
for years after they graduated. They drew little penises with black permanent pen on walls, 
desks, books, boxes, binders, cupboards, posters... Ms. K kept finding the graffiti phalluses for 
years in the darnedest of places. Perhaps since Ms. K had writing on the wall, the students 
were comfortable to add their marks to the room and leave their personal lasting legacy. The 
tiny symbols are still being discovered to this day. Her students were very attentive when 
they heard that their teacher was gravely ill; they sent stories, letters, gifts, cards and 
salutations while she was in the hospital. She had an overflow of correspondence, from many 
enrolling and former students. 
Ms. K's classroom is who she was as a teacher, artist, and person. She was sentimental, 
vibrant, witty, and brilliant. "Students recall the warmth and caring their favorite teachers 
demonstrated, the height expectations for achievement, and the teachers' commitment to 
their students" (Danielson 1996, p.31). She connected with her students and tried to offer 
exciting, comprehensive lessons to her classes. The room burst with passion, colour, and 
ideas. "Dynamic teachers who strive to make art education meaningful in the lives of their 
students seek innovative and empowering ways to connect art learning to important social 
issues." (Chalmers, 2007, p. 93). 
I remember when I asked about the significance of the 2 
illustrated in figure 58. I can't remember when No. 2 
showed up, but it had a story and was significant- Ms. K 
proposed that we all should strive for second place rather 
than first. Second place is a challenge, second has to try 
harder, keep fresh, stay on top of their game. Whereas first 
place is finished, you can’t get any higher, so there is 
nowhere else to go, but down. And third... well, get fit— you 
have a lot of work to do for second. "A teacher continues to 
explore for wonderful finds.” (Tomlinson, 1999, p33). Figure 58 Donna Usher, No.2, 2018 
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Ms. K was the first person I met on my first day at the Langley Fine Arts School over twenty 
years ago. A few years later, we began to work collaboratively together on class projects, 
shows, exhibitions, field trips, international student travel, dreaming, visioning, planning, 
fundraisers, designing spaces, and we initiated a Non-Governmental Organization. Since I 
began my inquiry, Ms. K has been a constant source of inspiration, excitement, frustrations, 
and distractions for me. Ironically,s K was my initial inspiration to start this inquiry and my 
main deterrent from finishing it. Interruptions spanned from developing our global 
education organization, to supporting my dear friend during her illness, then afterwards to 
mourn her death. She was very close to me as a colleague, and friend. She had struggled with 
her health for several years and eventually grew very ill. Last year, after many tests, scans 
and examinations, she was eventually diagnosed with cancer. K surrendered to the illness 
eight months later. 
It is awkward and next to impossible to capture and create a portraiture of my friend and 
colleague from an objective perspective. We have spent so many hours together in work and 
play. We were both attention deficit and we understood each other’s way of communicating. 
Conversations would often span from the classroom, across oceans, into the deep, projecting 
into the atmosphere, spiraling the stratosphere, to infinity and beyond, and back again. 
Although discussions would go all over the place, way off topic, somehow, we would get back 
to the point, and reach the punch line. 
By the expression in Ms. K’s portrait (figure 41), one could deduct that she has a sense of 
humor and is potentially sarcastic. Sarcasm is a high school relational tactic or technique. 
Her expression is playful and intense. Her head is turned part way from the viewer in a 
reserved or bashful manor, but from her expression, you can tell that there is nothing timid 
about Ms. K other than she might be a reluctant photo subject. Her exaggerated expression 
is playful, skeptical, with a sideways grin and a tilt of her head. One might say that her 
expression is “crazed and demented”; perhaps it’s from teaching high school kids. Her look 
could be a result of working for years with teens and keeping them entertained. Pushing the 
envelope on expectations and surprise, she’s whimsical and mischievous. Ms. K's expression 
is cheeky, her shoulders are tilted on an extreme angle with the left shoulder much higher 
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than the right. It might be a stretch to interpret this positioning as the person being politically 
left leaning; this could be coincidental. It's more likely that her expression conveys a not so 
conventional perspective, definitely twisted. As a teacher, one must be tactful and impartial, 
but it is very difficult, next to impossible to teach void of opinion. Even if the words are not 
voiced, the body gives it away. Though Ms. K’s tilted shoulder could also mean that she is 
bashful, and coy. Her knowing smirk shows she is confident and has something to tell; maybe 
it's a secret. Ms. K teaches English and Creative Writing, where gossip and investigation are 
important skills to learn. Her eyes are bright, intense and sharp. There are creases on the 
corners of her eyes and on the corners of her mouthlines that show years, like the rings of a 
tree. 
From her clothing, it looks like Ms. K is conservative; she wears a dark blue fitted blazer that 
is partially buttoned over a white V-necked blouse, finished with a small square silver 
pendant necklace. She seems to take care about her appearance and wardrobe. Her attire is 
business-like; it almost looks like she works in a post-secondary institution or is attending 
an important meeting. She wants to be respectable for her students to separate herself from 
them as a mentor and guide, not a chum or colleague, although her expressiveness lends to 
being fun and playful with her kids. 
When K was diagnosed with her disease, I was in shock; my friend who had been so solid, 
robust, cantankerous, and feisty, was vulnerable and ill. Her diagnosis led to another 
collaboration: to research her illness and explore her options. We discovered that at that 
stage, she had little to zero chance of survival; it was so disheartening and devastating that 
after all of the tests earlier, that her cancer hadn’t been detected until it was too late to do 
anything. Biopsies, and blood tests, CAT scans and multiple MRIs missed it, gastroscopes 
couldn’t see it. A PET scan finally found it. It was such an invasive, aggressive form of cancer, 
likely not fully formed when she was noticing the initial symptoms. It was smart, sneaky, and 
sinister; pervasive, invasive, and deadly.  
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When K (I called her by her last name 
as a friend and colleague, no Ms. or 
first name, last name only) was 
starting to show signs of decline, I 
took time off work to be with her 
while she still had her vitality. From 
then on, I dedicated most of my spare 
time to spend time together and help 
her through her illness. In previous 
years, before she was sick, K had 
considered the likelihood of a fatal 
illness and anticipated what she would do in the case of a terminal diagnosis. Call it paranoid, 
fatalistic, foresight, or fate. She had decided that she would not want to suffer and explored 
end of life options long before her illness. Once she came to terms with her imminent 
mortality, she made the necessary arrangements. From then on, K decided to live every 
moment to the absolute fullest. Her daughter graduated from nursing school and got 
married, Ms. K traveled to Kenya to say goodbyes to her community there, we went kayaking, 
walked, then wheelchair-ed, explored beaches, restaurants, she even went dragon boating. 
She said “yes" to everything and everyone, taking full advantage of the life she had left before 
it was gone. Right up to the day she died, my dear friend was a complete inspiration. I didn't 
realize that I had captured this quote from her room written in her handwriting until after K 
died and I was looking through my images for her funeral (figure 59). 
“Saying yes to the small things, prepares you for the big things" (Ms. K, 2016). This quote 
really echoed K's drive to say yes right up to the very end. She was truly authentic living up 
to the philosophies and lessons she taught to her students. She's someone we can all learn 
from... she taught me to say yes more often, to try new things, to make connections, and to 
thoroughly enjoy life. 'Intuitive inspired living means not just passively hearing the voice, 
but acting on it." (Nachmanovitch, 1990, p.41).  
Figure 59 Donna Usher, Saying yes... 2016 
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One day during her illness, I accompanied K to her classroom to clean out her personal 
belongings to give special things to her family, friends, and colleagues. Her room was the 
embodiment of her; she took great pride in creating a creative and inspiring atmosphere for 
herself and her students. We had so many shared memories in that room. Although I was sad 
to let go of this space with my friend, we had fun looking through cupboards full of ideas, 
potentials, lessons, class sets of all sorts of strange items. The room was organized chaos; it 
was Ms. K’s life, and I found it really hard to help her take it down, pull it apart, and to give it 
away. But it was happening before my eyes: while we were emptying her cupboards, K’s 
energy was draining, her brilliance was fading, her clock was running out. She had a positive 
disposition, but perhaps that was the pain medications. I openly shared my sadness, but I 
didn’t dwell on it so we could enjoy our time together. It was possibly the last time she was 
going to be in her classroom, and we were there together, so I tried to stay positive despite 
of the imminent circumstances. 
Right after K was diagnosed with her illness, her daughter announced her pregnancy. It was 
bittersweet news. For many years, K had dearly wanted to be a grandmother and had hinted 
to her daughter, so she was determined to be there for the birth, even though the diagnosis 
was grave, and the doctors didn't know if she would live to meet her grandchild. K had 
anticipated a potential illness for many years; she had pondered and explored her own 
mortality philosophically, morally, and strategically. She had thoroughly researched assisted 
suicide long before her diagnosis, so once she knew of her demise, she consulted her doctor 
about a potential facilitated death early on. She had made early arrangements, but her 
grandchild put a wrench in her plan. Instead of cutting her losses, and ducking out early, K 
worked with specialists to extend her life. How ironic and heartbreaking. In her illness, K 
was an inspiration: she moved in with her daughter and son-in-law in an apartment 
downtown close to the water, she did everything she could possibly do, she said yes to 
everything and everyone, but most of all, she spent time with people she loved. We had a full 
summer of activities and social gatherings. While she worked to stay alive, I stayed by her 
side, accompanied her for examinations and consultations, I held her hand, brought her 
warm blankets, and we talked. 
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As K's life diminished and became evermore 
challenging and painful, the fetus of her 
grandchild grew. It was a literal race between 
life and death. As the baby developed, K 
dwindled and declined. They both had regular 
checkups and tests by physicians. Connected by 
calendars, the expiry date of one chased the 
start date of the other. K’s quality of life became 
increasingly compromised and most moments 
were difficult and disorienting for K. She put up 
a brave fight, she worked hard, but eventually, illness overcame her. In the end, K exhaled 
her last breath before her granddaughter took her first. My dear friend requested an assisted 
death at the end of the summer when she no longer had quality of life left; her granddaughter 
was born three weeks later.  After she died, going back to school/ back to work was one of 
the most difficult experiences for me. After spending many years together, in the halls, 
staffroom, and in her room, I still felt her presence. I felt her in the building (and I don't 
believe in ghosts). I sensed her walking behind me, anticipated her storming into my room. 
When I walked into her room, the room was still very much hers; she was all over the walls, 
ceiling, cupboards. And although it was comforting to visit her classroom and remember, it 
was also difficult to be in there with her overwhelming colourful kookiness everywhere. I 
would look around at all of the crazy things, the clocks, #2, Murray the Moose, like they were 
my old friends. Just being there with her, remembering time together, hearing her lessons, 
or sharing ideas, was like nothing had changed. Since she died, the room has evolved, I know 
that the classroom needs to change and take on the life of the next teacher. Though it was a 
wonderful opportunity to spend a bit more time with K, to learn a few more lessons even 
though my dear friend was gone.  
Ms. K painted this quote by Mary Oliver on the door of her room as captured in figure 60: 
"Tell me, what is it you plan to do with your one wild and precious life?” These words are the 
last quote you see when you leave the classroom, encouraging everyone to reflect on their 
own wild and precious life.  







"As a Photography teacher, I am able to use images to raise questions about how we, as 
observers bring our socialization and a collection of previous experiences to our perceptions. 
Teaching involves inviting students to stretch their minds and open their imaginations to 
new possibilities. Viewing images provides an opportunity to "read the world" and to explore 
the layers of ideas contained in a single photograph. Indeed, how we perceive determines 
what we see." (Heiferman, 2012, p. 186) 
What stories unfold from the photographs? Diane Arbus said that "The whole point of 
photographing people is that you are not intervening in their lives, only visiting them." (as 
quoted by Sontag, 1977, p.41). Images inform, they provide clues and evidence of lives and 
times. What is the foreshadowing evidence, the metaphors, and similes in this series? This 
collection of images becomes the lesson, inspiring a discovery and teachable moments. They 
are lessons that inform you as the viewer about pedagogy, practice, and technique to give 
insight into the dedication to provide an enriching experience for students. Photography is 
as much to do with composition as it is about judgment. Images of teachers juxtaposed with 
a visual survey of where they teach, together invite you as you enter this photographic 
exhibit to (re)view, reflect, inquire, compare, and question. 
The collection of photographs is the research, the data, and the discoveries; they encourage 
further investigation and invite more inquiries. How is this space made to be a place? What 
transforms a room into a vibrant learning environment? How do the students respond to the 
classroom? Is it an important place for students? Do people learn better when the room is 
full of educational materials? Or when it is clear and free from distractions? What does a 
teacher invest to carve out their territory? Does the teacher rely on personality and passion 
to transfer the information? Do parents appreciate the work of educators to create a 
pedagogically inspiring environment for their students? What specific needs do the Arts have 
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on space? How does the space affect the Arts and vice versa? Upon investigating various 
educational spaces and the educators who inhabit the spaces, more questions arise. 
This inquiry is an invitation for you as viewer to examine the evidence and to learn from the 
clues in the details. "Our eyes can quickly perceive what is identifiable in an image, but to 
observe or see on a deeper level requires time and concentration” (Blatherwick, 2011, p. 
103). Viewers become an integral part of the series, but you must invest in the power of 
observation to fully digest the visual information in each set of images. Spectators create 
their own stories connected to personal preconceptions. For some, the response depends 
upon the personal lens that the viewer sees through. Depending on gender, race, religion, 
memories, attitudes, everyone has different opinions when being presented with new 
evidence. (Sontag, 1977). People have very different ideas and attitudes when it comes to 
education and the very notion of school is packed with a range of opinions and emotions. 
Some with fond appreciation, others with disparaging dismissals, and many points in 
between. The images will have an impact on the final analysis and so will each viewer. 
"Rather than the notion of looking which suggests a passive act of recognition, we need to 
insist that we read a photograph, not just as an image, but as a text." (Clark, 1977, p. 27). 
Together, different stories and assumptions will arise. It’s all here, we just have to take the 
time to look. What will the teachers and their classrooms teach or reveal to those who view 







Now that you have met the teachers, and their classrooms, take a few moments to reflect on 
the first impressions. Consider the posture, the expression, body language in each portrait. 
Each person and classroom is distinct, there are some similarities and many differences. I 
encourage you to thoroughly examine the evidence and take notes; compare and contrast the 
room to the teacher, and then teacher to teacher, room to room, and subject to subject. What 
are some of the assumptions that arise from the visual data? Unpack the cues to your 
hypotheses. 
I encourage you to compare the portraits of the teachers and their individual classroom. 
Educators have a lot to say: topics transpired, and information shared through this inquiry 
is so insightful. Some of the themes are found in the rooms, or conflicts hinted in the eyes, 
but what is hidden from the viewer is revealed in their words. 
A commonality is the dedication and commitment that each educator possesses naturally. 
Arts educators have a collective understanding of the importance of fostering creative 
development in a learning atmosphere and going well beyond facilitating a creative 
environment. (Kelly, 2011). They are all invested in their Arts medium and the pedagogical 
potential of their teaching spaces. Each teacher devotes time and energy to create a vibrant 
and inspiring space for the students. The perspectives from each person’s lens is elaborated 
upon through the portraits. I have endeavored to communicate the voice of each individual 
and tried to maintain the essence of the educator through my writing of our encounter and 
through my reading of their individual portrait and those of their classroom. 
Viewing an image is not as simple as it seems. Because photography records the world as it 
happens, an individual photograph may be taken for granted as something familiar and 
commonplace. However, when we view an image, we don’t merely look, we absorb the 
details and read it like it is a story in a fraction of a second, “Indeed, rather than the notion 
of looking, which suggests a passive act of recognition, we need to insist that we read a 
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photograph, not as an image but as a text.” (Clark, 1977, p. 28). Every aspect of a photograph 
is a layer of depth in the whole story; it is all a part of the big picture. Each image is like a 
thesis unto itself, full of context, meaning, interpretation, intertextuality. Nothing is neutral, 
every detail is significant, the point of view, location, angle, perspective, framing, lighting, 
has been established by the photographer. “One never 'takes' a photograph in any passive 
sense. To 'take' is active. The photographer imposes, steals, re-creates the scene/seen 
according to a cultural discourse.” (Clark, 1977, p. 28). 
Likewise, the subject is loaded with visual aesthetic cultural information. In portraiture, 
expressions, posture, clothing, race, culture, innuendoes, mood, attitude, set the stage. “The 
portrait photograph is, then, the site of a complex series of interactions— aesthetic, cultural, 
ideological, sociological, and psychological.” (Clarke,1977, p. 102). All information is 
presented in a tidy little box. Though it is not clean and clear, it is ambiguous and uncertain. 
What is in the image is as important as what is left out. 
The subject, photographer, and the viewer then form a new relationship establishing a new 
understanding. Each reader brings their own perceptions, assumptions, and preconceived 
notions to the interpretation. “Any reading involves a series of problematic, ambiguous and 
often contrary relationships between the reader and the image” (Clark, 1977, p. 27). 
I encourage you as my viewers to fully explore each image of the teachers and their teaching 
spaces. Don’t ignore any information, everything is there and part of the story—foreground, 
background, positive space, negative space are all a part of the reading. “The more we look 
at the image, moving over its space in time, so the more the merest detail assumes a larger 
resonance as an agent of identity.” (Clark, 1977, p. 30). 
And as a viewer, you bring to the image personal experiences, history, different predisposed 
understanding and interstandings that will lead to different levels of the explanation, 
interpretation, resonance, or disharmony. You may learn something about yourself when 
viewing others. “But equally it suggests that the individual, whatever material context is 
involved, is given significance, and definition within an everyday world of codes and 
signifying registers of meaning.” (Clarke,1977, p. 111). So, I encourage you to look deeply 
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into yourself. While reading the story portraits permit memories and past experiences to 







After looking through the portraits and reading the portraitures, were connections made and 
questions answered? Did the stories resonate? Did you connect with one teacher more than 
another? Did you visualize the learning that happens in their room? Did you visualize 
yourself in the room? Did you reflect on your own classroom experiences? What did you 
learn from the series Where Teachers Teach? What did you learn about yourself? 
Where Teachers Teach invites you the reader and viewer to actively engage in a visual 
dialogue about education and life. The series of photographs asks you not to merely look 
through the visual evidence, but to actively read and reflect on your own learning and lived 
experiences. The images show educational perspectives through teachers and schools, but 
they do so much more—they teach us about ourselves. In his book Photography Changes 
Everything, Marvin Heiferman calls upon the viewer to attend to visual information, to join 
photographic discussions, and to ask questions. How does the series demand and hold our 
attention? What relationships do we have with the images and the individuals? How do we 
connect with the participants? What do the images teach us? Do the portraits of the 
classrooms encourage new questions and responses to the world around us? Do the images 
inspire social change? (Heiferman 2012). Can photographs of educators open dialogues, 
encourage new ways of seeing and being, and creating change? 
In the images in this series, teachers are captured with a similar style, so that we can easily 
detect the differences. They invite judgment; as we browse through the visual evidence, we 
compare and contrast one to the other, not only do we see how the teacher connects to their 
classroom, we also note the variables between the them. (Clarke, 1977). But they also 
explore the state of education frozen in space, time, and history. The results are limited to the 
participant, their location and, community within the parameters of this series. The 
participants in the series are all connected to the arts and Arts education, they are mostly 
women (one male), and there are no people of colour, no cultural diversity, no minorities, no 
people with disabilities. How would the collection and combinations be different if there was 
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a more diverse range to connect with? How would interpretations be different? There is a 
democratic presence to the overt displays of educational artifacts. Although each domain is 
a construct of the teacher, viewers read what they want, when they want, and how they want; 
they interpret the visual information at will. The stimulus inspires the student to engage and 
imagine (Greene, 1995). Education is a democratic exploration. Teachers provide the 
materials encouraging students to respond at will offering a symbiotic opportunity (Eisner, 
2002).  
Likewise, photography in itself is a democratic process; adopting it as a tool to document 
another democratic domain such as education, the combination of the two creates a 
liberating experience. Inviting the community of observers to create their own responses 
and their own interpretations. Though the images offer distinct information that cannot be 
misconstrued, there are other possible readings. "The more I thought about what 
photographs are, the more complex they became.” (Sontag, 1977, p. 42). 
The inquiry investigates the nature of the rooms and territories; the functionality of each 
space, and how they are crafted and appreciated. This functionality of place seems so 
fundamentally obvious, but what became the significant area of focus in Where Teachers 
Teach, was the residual evidence from the explicit use of educational venues, and how they 
are used and evolve over time. In this pursuit, the camera is a useful tool to examine learning 
environments and although the method in capturing the data is homogenized, each image is 
a journey into another domain to give insight into the uses, applications, and needs. 
(Langdon, 2007). 
Though when viewing the portraits, the stories are in the eyes, expressions, and body 
language, and reside deep within individuals. The viewer sometimes overlooks the details 
that reveal the truths. (Sontag, 1977). The portrait is not only an image of the individual, but 
it becomes a representation of the teacher/artist, the medium, struggles, successes, the 
process, and the lessons learned. (Clarke, 1977). Teachers embody their profession and the 
issues within (Palmer, 2011); they strive to provide the best possible learning environment 
for their students within their means. (Langdon, 2007). 
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As careful viewers, we learn to recognize the distinguishing features. The slightly 
overreaching posture of the Dance teacher whose program is constantly on the verge of 
demolition, or the slight slouch of the retiring Music teacher measuring his earnest attempt 
to show that he is still capable. The expression of the Elementary teacher who is trying hard 
to convince us that everything is bright, sunny, and happy. Even when feigning a smile for the 
camera, and smoothing over the wrinkles, we can still see beyond and beneath. Whether one 
tries too hard, or is dealing with external issues, there are signs of wear and tear. Like scuffs 
or the on the Dance floor. There is a residue that remains. Somehow teachers persevere and 
endeavor to dust themselves off, pick it back up, and start all over again. Hundreds of extra 
hours go into researching, fundraising, planning, organizing, and creating Arts specific 
spaces, let alone preparing for and managing the classes themselves. 
Teachers who strive for the best possible facilities understand the time, dedication, 
perseverance, and commitment required to accommodate their vision. Environments built 
for specific uses in mind are better equipped to facilitate various forms of human activities. 
(Langdon, 2007). Spaces created for the Arts are an important part of the learning, but it is 
the educator who gives each space life. In this inquiry, it became evident that not only a 
dedicated space is an important element in teaching the Arts, but a dedicated teacher 
committed to realizing the vision was the quintessential ingredient. "Schools and the 
curriculum found within our schools, have something to learn from the arts and from the 
venues that celebrate and challenge the arts.” (Irwin, 2011, p.11). 
Venturing into Arts classrooms gives each visitor a sensory learning experience. “I am no 
longer objectifying knowledge rather I am experiencing knowing”. (Irwin, 2011, p. 11). When 
viewing the photographs of Arts teachers and their classrooms, you can see the diversity of 
educational spaces and learn from them. Art communicates ideas in many ways and the 
images share the essence of the mediums by recording, and transforming them (Irwin, 
2011). In an art room, educational architecture generally has basic utilitarian durable 
designs. There are particular purposes and intentionality of space. (Langdon, 2007). Though 
architecture designed for Arts based education is ideally tailored to meet the specific needs 
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of each medium. “What activities does a particular space or place propose or invite us to 
participate in and what activities does it try to inhibit or prohibit?” (Langdon, 2007, p.74). 
Rooms designed with the overall purpose in mind are paramount for performance, and 
safety. (Langdon, 2007). "Physical requirements should be at forefront of inclusive 
curriculum design and delivery” (Sinner 2011, p 87). Whether Music, Dance, Drama, Writing, 
Photography, or Visual Arts, each medium comes with its own unique set of needs, 
prerequisites, challenges, and precautions that dictate the architecture. (Langdon, 2007). 
Depending on the Art, the form will define the space. The shape, size, of the Music room, wall 
treatments, floor finishing, height of ceilings all are architecturally functional, yet they serve 
a greater purpose. Though it is the teacher and the medium who has the ultimate control 
over the dynamics and sensibilities of the classroom. Art rooms transport occupants into a 
space and encourage them to feel, to perceive, to move, and to contemplate. Robert Kelly 
furthers this notion in saying, “Valuing student ideas is central to creating an enabling 
environment for idea generation and having students assume ownership for their creative 
explorations.” (Kelly, 2011, p. 45). Students are inspired to respond to the visual and spatial 
stimulus in the arena. "Being in environments rich with artistic activity, whether as a 
spectator or creator, calls me into experiencing the world in holistic ways.” (Irwin, 2011, p.11) 
Although Mr. G did not consider paint colours when creating the Music room at Langley Fine 
Arts School, he endeavored to design an acoustically functional space that addresses the 
auditory needs for a classroom full of Music students. The primary function is for sound. 
Aesthetic Aisthetikos is the ancient Greek word for that which is "perceptive by feeling”. If a 
Music space is too small, the volume could be harmful even dangerous to the occupants, or if 
too large, then the sound expands, reverberates, and distorts. The shape of the space reflects 
the tone of the sounds that can be bounced or absorbed. Whereas in the Dance room, the 
stride, height, and the physical movement commands the spatial configuration. Without 
enough height, students can literally hit the roof when practicing jumps. If the perimeter of 
a Dance classroom is too small, then students can collide like atoms in a particle accelerator. 
One design is to accommodate movement, the other is to generate sound.  
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As we explore various types of classrooms, we begin to recognize how spatial design 
enhances or diminishes our needs and expectations (Langdon, 2007). Although one could 
teach either subject in a large open room, it would not be ideal conditions, and even unsafe 
for students. Each medium has distinct spatial needs that go beyond a basic classroom 
scenario. It is important to observe how people and their actions affect and are affected by 
the physical environment (Langdon, 2007). 
Both Music and Dance have performative elements to transfer into a different performance 
space for shows or concerts. The same considerations apply in Dance, the performers need 
to match the dimensions of the space so the choreography can fit onto the stage. And in 
Music, the musicians need to practice in the location before the concert to adjust audio levels 
in order to fill the space adequately, but not excessively. "Performative literacy is the ability 
of students to interact, express, respond, and critique within performative spaces. It is the 
ability to understand and communicate the learning that emerges during performative 
explorations or during the reflection on and sharing of their learning and experiences with 
others." (Fels and Belliveau, 1990, p. 49). 
There are similar concerns when comparing the Dance room to Music as sound quality is an 
important element for both, however playing recorded music to inspire movement rather 
than playing music to practice for a performance is quite different. Attitudes of the individual 
and the demands of the community will influence the form and function of the class and 
building. As we explore the space, we begin to recognize the impact spaces and places have 
on our attitudes, but also how our own attitudes often affect our perceptions of these same 
spaces and places. (Langdon, 2007). For example, in the Dance studios included in this 
inquiry, each teacher has similar needs for a sprung floor. Both agree that it is not ideal to 
dance regularly without a floor designed to absorb the shock. Ms. L. refused to sacrifice the 
Dance program because the school doesn't have ideal facilities, the school wouldn't spring 
for a floor. She noted that money is often spent on new sports facilities, but seldom on the 
Dance program. So instead, Ms. L has compromised with extra heavy-duty Marley floor that 
costs much less than a sprung floor. Whereas, Ms. M at Gladstone prioritized a new floor 
when fundraising was initiated to renovate the old shop classroom into her Dance studio. 
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They both care deeply about their medium and students, but have different priorities as well 
as structural and institutional priorities and constraints. Arts Educators are responsible for 
the health and safety of their students, they have to advocate for their programs to provide 
basic amenities for safe and functional environments for the occupants. (Sinner, 2011). 
Similarly, you can see the influence of the individual educator in the Visual Arts classrooms. 
Although Southridge has a significantly larger budget than that of Merritt, both classrooms 
share many similar features and ambitions. Both rooms inspire action into participating in  
the arts. “Learning in art provides a rich base from which to explore ideas, sensory qualities, 
penetrating questions, and personal feelings...” (Irwin, 2011, p. 13). Mutually, the two 
classrooms have long entrance ways that pass large art supply storage closets and alternate 
rooms for other uses. Both teachers have a prominent desk area in the hub of the room, but 
the student work area is set up differently. Ms. B from Southridge has organized her students’ 
tables in a circle; she rolls around on her chair circulating with students in the centre of the 
room. Mrs. D has her students working in table groups facing each other to encourage more 
student-to-student interaction. Each classroom has large windows that let in natural light and 
open to a courtyard or exterior to extend the work area. The exterior space at Southridge is 
covered and the one at Merritt is not, though they are both very seasonal. One notable 
difference is that Ms. B has an assistant at Southridge who helps her with purchases, supplies, 
maintenance, equipment, and exhibitions. Meanwhile, Ms. D manages it all herself, though 
she asks for support from colleagues for the legacy gallery. The two Arts education studios 
have similar structures and functions, but are managed quite differently. "Far from merely 
existing relatively autonomously in the same location, individual and environment 
continually specify one another. Just as I am shaped by my location, so is my location shaped 
by my presence.” (Davis et al, p. 157 as quoted by Fels and Belliveau 2008, p. 27). 
The two classrooms with the most comprehensive amounts of wall coverings and 
educational objects embellishing the rooms are not about the measured dimensions or 
acoustic capacity, but using the educational space to its full potential. These teachers 
invested heart, soul, and ingenuity into the pedagogic potential of the class. "Arts educators 
are ideally situated to bring an understanding of the concept of creativity and the dynamic 
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of fostering creative development by going well beyond espousing the virtues of the 
discipline to living the disposition of creativity alongside others. "(Kelly, 2011, p 47). 
The Creative Writing and Grade Two classrooms could conceivably be taught almost 
anywhere, in any school, in any type of room, on-line, but the teachers who endeavor to 
create vibrant educational places play a critical role. The teachers whose portraits are shared 
in Where Teachers Teach are leaders in enabling and encouraging the students in 
participating in the arts by creating thoughtful, dynamic spaces. (Cooley, 2011). They both 
have invested buckets of additional hours to create awesome educational experiences for 
pupils to walk in and be inspired to learn. When peeking into the rooms, one can quickly 
comprehend the energy and commitment of the instructor the focus areas, subject, and level 
of study. Although the subjects are different, the investment into offering transformational 
enriching learning experiences is comparable. Looking around the room, there are layers 
upon layers of lessons, levels, standards, motivation, and enthusiasm. "Mastery comes from 
practice; practice comes from playful compulsive experimentation from a sense of wonder.” 
(Nachmanovich, 1990, p. 73). 
However, there is a hierarchy of needs and priorities within each class and school 
community. Select subjects and mediums get more attention and support than others from 
the administration based on the aptitudes and attitudes of the leaders and interests of the 
school community. Academics may be given higher priority, because subject areas such as 
math or social studies are often credited with higher level thinking, but as Mrs. D stated, "I 
don’t know how you would be able to make art without a brain, and without thinking about 
it". Arts teachers constantly battle discrimination to promote and defend their subject area 
for equal treatment among the community. Although it seems that the Arts are not a priority 
for some, "People value the arts for a wide range of reasons." (Irwin, 2011, p. 12). Arts are an 
effective way of challenging oneself and thinking through concepts while learning how to 












This inquiry has been a real-life ultra-marathon game of GO-GO-STOP! Photographic 
inquiry—Go—Great idea—Go! Go—Bureaucracy—Stop!—One foot in the air—Wait. Then—
Go—Travel—Go—Meet new people—Go! —Take portraits—Go! —Life gets in the way—
Stop. —Too many distractions—Stop.— Procrastinations.—Stop.— Not attending to the 
schedule—What schedule? Make a list—Go—Very sick friend— Stop—Stop—Stop! 
Marriage collapse—STOP!—Dust off. Stand up—Go— Inch forward. Computer crashes—
Stop! — Back up? How can I teach resilience and perseverance, if I can’t follow through 
myself? But it’s so hard to get started—A reluctant foot forward. Daughter gets masters, 
accepted into PhD program. Okay—Bigger step. Still trying to work on this thesis after all 
these years?—Another step. And Lynn, she’s in the back of my head, gently encouraging—
Go—I want to follow through. She is cheering me on—Go!—Family and friends are hopeful—
Go—They know I can do it. I want to move forward, but they’re looking. Just go anyway—
Go— Student teacher—Go. Go! —A global pandemic and online learning—Stop! —Isolate in a 
cabin for a month—Go! —A turn, an opening—GO-GO-GO! —Run!—Finish line. 
It has been quite a trip. So many climbs and stumbles and falls. I was nervous to start, to 
breach people’s lives, to intrude. I wanted this interruption to be well worth the effort and 
worth the time from tasks for me, for the participants, and for the readers. 
As an Attention Deficit person, I procrastinate with difficult things, it was much easier to 
build a house, construct a mural, and to attend to my dying friend, then it was to sit down 
and write. Through this process, I have learned that I need to set aside a large chunk of time 
to focus and complete an undertaking like this. I am so easily distractible, if I don’t get 
something finished, then I may be swept away by another bright idea and not be back for a 
while, maybe months. 
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Once I finally was able to dive in, it was a fully immersive and engaging experience. I really 
enjoyed exploring the province, navigating my way through new schools, meeting new 
people, discovering innovative ideas. There is magic in the newness and unknown. The 
teachers were great to talk to. Sometimes I feel like a tourist in my own town, and an 
impersonator in my own field, but as I spoke with the individuals who are experts in their 
own domains, I was able to relate to them with my own educational experiences. I do know 
something… I was humbled and empowered. This inquiry connected me to my own learning, 
education, and experiences. 
How exciting to be able to integrate photography as a form of research for a master’s thesis. 
Connecting with the individuals, and taking their portraits was a valuable experience as an 
educator and even more so as a Photography teacher. There are lessons in each step. Lots of 
surprises. Then to visit the images, and re-visit, edit and re-edit has been a learning. They 
would call to me to attend to them, sometimes a burden, but also very rewarding to complete. 
Each time I view a portrait, or look into an image of a class, I see something different. A new 
discovery. The image as an evolving form of inquiry. 
I had intended for the images to enlighten and inspire positive change; maybe to help the 
participants in some way, or to assist other educators, perhaps even revolutionize education 
in general. And maybe they still can contribute somehow. Ultimately, they have become 
lessons for me to learn about myself, who I am, ways of being, ways of perceiving. I have 
learned about myself as an artist, student, and educator. I have been reassured that I actually 
know things about Photography, the Arts, Education, humanity, and that matters deeply to 
me. 
There have been many lessons of perseverance, resilience, endurance, and the importance 
of following through and finishing. I can now confidently support my students through 
struggles with compassion and encouragement, because I know how important it is to 








I have been teaching Photography, Graphic Design, and Yearbook among other things at 
Langley Fine Arts School for over twenty years. In that time, my classroom has evolved 
considerably, and so have I. After my first year at LFAS, the school administration proposed 
to switch the office with the darkroom so the administration could be closer to the front door 
of the school. We boxed everything up and renovated both spaces. I was asked to design the 
new Photo room. I agreed to do it since I was a new teacher and I wanted to make a good 
impression, and it was great opportunity for me to create my space the way I wanted it. 
Though I wouldn't call myself an expert in designing educational spaces then or now. It was 
a challenge, since I have never designed a school room, let alone a darkroom. Once 
completed, it was touted as one of the best equipped high school darkrooms in the province. 
For what it’s worth, darkrooms are becoming rather scarce since the onset of digital 
technology. Though over the years, the design has endured the test of time, my Photo lab is 
still a vibrant creative space at the Fine Art School, even more magical since darkroom arts 
are becoming obsolete in many schools. 
Since I started teaching, there has been many technical advancements in Photography. We 
used to only process images in the darkroom, but now there is digital photography, phone 
photography, image sharing, air dropping, swapping, Instagramming, Snapchat, flikr, TikTok, 
texting, and so many social media platforms, film is getting ever more challenging to find, 
Kodak closed its Kodachrome plant, and black and white photography has become a Fine Art. 
As digital photography gained popularity and became more accessible, the darkroom lost its 
appeal, because it's tedious and fussy. Many schools have given up chemical processing for 
new technologies, but I hung on to analogue facilities. Although I have considered quitting 
teaching darkroom practices, I am glad that I kept it, because students today are digital 
natives, digital photography is commonplace and almost boring. Now the darkroom is pure 
magic for them; students are more interested in BW photography, alternative processes, and 
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experimentation. I love teaching the magic of the darkroom, The Darkroom Lesson by LFAS 
alumni, Adam Harrison who is continuing his studies in Photography in Düsseldorf, Germany 
is a staged photograph with me on the left teaching half a dozen keen students how to make 
a contact sheet (figure 61). The image shows the magic and wonder of the darkroom. 
Students who are introduced to film, better understand principles of light and photography. 
 
Figure 61 Adam Harrison (LFAS Alumni), The Darkroom Lesson, 2006. 
As digital Photography became more accessible, the computer lab evolved into the 
Photography domain next to the darkroom. Once again, I was asked to design a progressive 
teaching space. Several years ago, the province renovated schools with seismic upgrading; 
older buildings were earthquake-proofed with reinforced walls and ceilings, and remodeled 
classrooms. So, my colleague and I visited several schools to explore different technology- 
based classrooms; we compared design options and asked teachers for advice. We 
researched many different educational environments to design the best layout to with the 
future in mind. A state-of-the-art lab was created with professional facilities, great lighting, 
and ample storage space. This lab has stood the test of time, except philosophy and methods 
of teaching have shifted dramatically since then (figure 62). The organization of the learning 
environment in the room is now outdated. We no longer teach predominantly in front of the 
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class; teaching is now student centered and omnipresent. However, I still do demonstrate 
concepts for students with the follow me approach, but I also provide the class student-
driven opportunities. The lab is still a great teaching space, but perhaps the desks would be 
better if they surrounded the room in an O- formation with a centralized teaching area, 
instead of rows with the teacher at the front of the room. It's hard to do group work and 
sometimes it would be great if we could turn the class into a photo studio. In this way, the 
design was shortsighted. 
 
Figure 62 Donna Usher, Ms. U’s Classroom, 2016 
Every year, I collect a signature image, from each senior Photography major graduating from 
the Fine Arts School, Grade twelve students proudly select, edit, and put up their work on the 
in the Photo/Computer lab. Students look forward to having one of their photos permanently 
displayed. Now that the works have filled the walls, the classes create a collage of photos 
from their grad class using a ceiling tile, I often incorporate the alumni images into my 
teaching and share concepts, compositions, or work ethic with students, I have sentimental 
attachments to the student photos, they all make connections to the individual artists, hold 
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memories, and have stories to tell. They also say so 
much about my practice, the Photography program, 
and the past twenty-something years of my life. One 
wall is dedicated to black and white analogue 
photography and the other is predominantly digital 
(figure 63, 64). There is a variety of techniques, styles, 
challenges, and assignments: depth of fields, shutter 
speeds, studio portraits, still life, landscapes, themes, 
conceptual pieces, double exposures, macro, field 
trips, streets, buildings, lines, textures, shapes, forms, 
lives lived, and stories told in a stream of photos 
splattered all over the walls. 
The Legacy Wall is balanced, asymmetrical, has 
rhythm, and repetition. The images are proof of lessons, and proof of understandings of the 
creative and technical processes. The wall has lots of layers, resilience, explorations, and is 
full of life. I like how the images are randomly placed, some are over lapping, others are not 
(figure 64). They are mostly all straight, except the odd one that is tilted for emphasis. Legacy 
Wall is busy, and overwhelming. One visitor stated that the Legacy Wall is the essence of the 
Fine Arts School, as it shows the life, the history, connections, and the potential. 
 
Figure 64 Donna Usher, Legacy Wall- Digital Side 2020 




Figure 65 Donna Usher, Legacy- Ceiling Tiles 2020 
As the Photography program has expanded at Langley Fine Arts, we have hired another 
teacher into the department. I welcomed the new teacher into my room, provided a space 
and a desk. So, when my colleague started to make suggestions to alter the room, rearranged 
things, and posted instructional signs, I got a little possessive. Through this experience, I have 
learned that I am quite territorial and not good at sharing my space with others (other than 
with my students). After many months of trying to bite my tongue to suppress my 
frustrations and annoyances, we met with a mediator. Now we are continuing to work things 
out to be more mindful and share the space better. I am trying to be a more supportive 
colleague and officemate through communication and letting go of things that don’t  matter. 
Now as I am thinking of retirement, I wonder what will happen to this room. Will the photos 
be taken from the walls? What will the room look like in ten years, in a hundred years? Will 
school still function in a building? Will the history and my presence be erased? What will 
Photography even look like then? I have learned many lessons in this room, from this room, 
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from others who have occupied this room. I have spent years of my life here working and 
reworking, designing, and redesigning the space to accommodate the learning needs of new 
generations. So many memories, dreams, goals, plans, accomplishments. In going back to this 
room after being away for a duration, it is like going home again. It is comfortable, a part of 
who I am as a professional, as a teacher, as a human. There are still many lessons to be taught 
and learned in this room… 
 








Observations of my room now… Not much has changed, strangely in the past few years, 
things pretty much look the same from when I started this inquiry. Resources for students, 
computer stations, rollie chairs, subdued lighting Goat Farm Panorama, the Legacy Wall. 
Notice hand sanitizers at the front table upon entry—different to the everyday, every year. 
We have to be vigilant, so careful of every surface, contact with others. COVID has changed 
the classroom landscape, perhaps forever. Education has changed. 
Though Murray is here still; Ms. K’s moose has been adopted into the room. He has full range 
of the class. And one of the clocks is here too, to remind us of time—passed, present, future. 
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